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Mr ANGRY
CHEERS UP!
And then gets pretty annoyed again
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Papard Protests Some More
Concluding Part of “Four Letter Word”
Gaslight Bill keeps on Remembering
The Soul Kitchen is Cooking on Gas
Jazz Junction, Baker’s Dozen + more
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Rhymin’ Gerry
Champion’s
Poetry Page

WHERE DO OUR SHADOWS GO?
Our shadows follow us around
They're there wherever we abound
They go wherever mortals dare
They have no fear they just don't care
And yet when light has lost its glow
They disappear, where? We don't know
With us from birth they are our friends
In fact their loyalty never ends
A mystery I should like to know
Deceased. Where do our shadows go?
© Gerry Champion a.k.a. Rockin’ Gerry

TEA

Gerry © Paul Harris

My favourite fantasy is an ocean made from tea
An endless never ending hot supply
Be it small cup or large mug
Or even now and then a jug
Of course that's if my throat is well and truly dry
First thing in the morning have hot tea with toast
For me the only way to start the day
By eleven I'm in heaven
Munching biscuits plain or cream
A pleasing time for me I have to say

BIRDS
My favourite bird is the sparrow
It flies through the air like an arrow
Small but perfect in every way
It brightens up the dullest day
The song he sings is full of hope
No matter what odds this winner can cope
He's an example to all
As a bird he's real cool

Of course there's other drinks
But then they don't reach the spot
Make me feel as good as I really like to feel
And I'll state right here and now
That if you don't want a row
Right now for a cup of tea I'd kill
Tea goes down a treat
Tea can ease the tiredest feet
It gives you strength as you get on with life
You can never get enough
And when the going’s tough
It can cut through your troubles like a knife

He knows where it's at
Outwits any pompous cat
Like all birds of a feather
He can move hell for leather
In the air he's the most
Of all birds he's the toast
Except perhaps one
Who, to ogle is fun
I'm sure all men will agree
It's the bird on page three

So, if you're anything like me
You'll splosh down lots and lots of tea
Tea up everybody, cheers

© Gerry Champion a.k.a. Rockin’ Gerry
© Gerry Champion a.k.a. Rockin’ Gerry
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Caroline
Spelman,
Member
of
Parliament for Meriden and Secretary
of State for the Department of
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs,
after wondering if she can sell off the
Woodies, says...

“HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hi Gang, welcome to another issue. Blimey, don’t time fly!! Seems like just moments ago I was
sitting down on New Years day kicking off my column for issue 59, and already it is the final Saturday
in February. Here I am again, crouched over my keyboard, notes at my side, all set for a column for
a 60th Issue.
We can’t allow such an important anniversary go by without acknowledgement,
so come late spring, on Saturday 4th June, at the Inn On The Green, in the
company of the beautiful Kate Garner and her keyboard we shall be paying
homage to the near lost art of stride piano with a mixture of ragtime and old
time music hall songs. You read about Kate in Ken Major’s excellent article in
our previous issue [59]. Now you have a wonderful and rare opportunity to
enjoy the lady’s talents in such intimate surroundings. Although a flyer will be
posted on the website and distributed via our mailing list, which will of course
contain far more detail, I can confirm the venue, date, and the normal start and
finish time for all our Portobello events from 7-30pm through to 11pm.
As you will no doubt have read in this column last issue, the future of the venue was very much in
the balance. I’m sorry to report that little has changed. Latest reports suggest that the annexed pub
will close at the end of April; however the venue has been given a stay of execution whilst they
honour all their existing bookings. Unless dramatic changes occur, June 4th could prove to be the
final Tales From The Woods promotion at this well liked, friendly venue, which boasts the finest
sound man to be found anywhere in London. If you have not been along folks, this may well prove
to be your final opportunity to soak up its often unique atmosphere.
Loyal Woodie Ray Granger lives in the county of clotted cream, and sun
baked sandy beaches of childhood for so many of us. I’m referring to the
lovely piece of south west England that is Devon. Ray’s wife Pip is at
present embarking on a mammoth project recalling the post war years
of Variety Theatres. Pip would love to hear from first generation
Rock’n’Roll artists and musicians, so many of whom have played our 2is
and related shows. Pip wishes to hear from folks who were involved in
any aspect of these wonderful institutions. Did you work at the front or
back of one of these Theatres? Were you a member of a pit band or part
of a touring Theatre Band? Perhaps you were a member of one of those
numerous dance bands during those twilight years that coincided with
both the demise of the dance bands and old time variety.
Pip is quite prepared to travel anywhere in England for an interview, so
if you were any of the above mentioned you can get in touch with Pip by
contacting us here at Tales From The Woods and we shall put you in touch with her.
Many of these Theatres have sadly long since disappeared from the landscape, but through your
memories they can at least be remembered through the pages of the book.
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Which brings me on nicely to another piece of British heritage in danger of losing its identity.
Denmark Street in London, otherwise known as Tin Pan Alley, its nickname taken from its larger and
better known New York counterpart, first become associated with the music business in the late
nineteenth century. Attracted by its low rents, situated as it is on the fringes of Soho, it would soon
become the hub of activity for sheet music publishers selling their wares.
Not too many years passed before shops selling musical instruments became a feature of the street,
followed not long after by promoters and managers renting office space, by which time every aspect
of the music industry could be found on this short stretch of street. Even the advent of Rock’n’Roll
in the fifties did little to change things upon the street. However, the sixties beckoned and recording
studios became a feature, beginning with Regent Sound Studios where the Rolling Stones cut their
first LP.
Denmark Street today still has some of its musical instrument
shops, but recording studios, like their sheet music publishers
before them, have vanished. The 12 Bar Café, a tiny intimate
venue, still struggles against the odds to provide cutting edge live
music aimed at mainly a youngish crowd, encouragingly joined
by Peter Parker’s basement venue across the road. However, it
becomes blatantly obvious wandering along this short stretch of
musical history that far too many properties are falling into the
hands of non music related businesses. A bar, for example,
along with its expensive drinks offers, walls lined with photos taken at various times during the
street’s long history - don’t expect a soundtrack
to match. It will be modern R&B, played loudly
no doubt to attract the customers from the
swanky hairdressing salon across the road.
Naturally there is a restaurant too. Every street
in central London has an eatery, so why is one
needed here? Looking for a blue or green
plaque?
No, sorry, you won’t find one,
Westminster City Council is yet to sit up and
give recognition to one of the most famous
streets in London.
Will London’s very own Tin Pan Alley be allowed to disappear like the scores of live music venues
have done over these past few years, mostly sacrificed at the altar of ruthless monetarism? Only
time will tell… we can only hope.
February 20th saw the passing of the last links to
the Beat Generation, created in the forties by
writers and poets such as Jack Kerouac, Allen
Ginsberg, Marshall McLuhan, and John Clellon
Holmes, with the death at the age of 91 of St
Louis, Missouri born Jay Landesman. Creator of
the Neurotica magazine in the 1940s, which
became the mouth piece of the Beats, by which
time he had upped sticks and moved to New York.
He married the lady with whom he would spend
the remainder of his life, Fran Deitsch. Within a
short while they moved back to St Louis where
they opened a cabaret theatre bar which became
the home of such cutting edge performers as
Lenny Bruce, Woody Allen, and Dick Gregory. He
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wrote the unpublished novel, The Nervous Set, which was a fond take on the beat generation scene.
The novel would finally see the light of day as a stage musical at the close of the decade, a huge
success in his native St Louis, but failed miserably in the City that gave birth to the movement, New
York. Come 1964 the Landsmans would move to London where they were fated to remain.
Setting up home in a Georgian terrace in Islington and hosting wild parties, by 1967 Jay would find
himself artistic director of the psychedelic night club Electric Garden. Three years later the couple
had set up the organic food outlet Harmony Foods.
As the seventies got under way, he set up his own publishing company, which
specialised in printing hidden literary gems amongst more comparatively
mainstream releases such as Heathcote Williams’ Hancock’s Last Half Hour
and The Punk, by Gideon Sams, that had a photo of Johnny Rotten on the
cover. Mike Sarne turned the book into a film in 1993, The Punk & The Princess.
With a Wardour Street office and very much a part of Soho's Bohemia, he was
hanging out with writer Jeffrey Bernard and a habitué of the Colony Room,
French House and Gerry’s Bar in Dean Street, Groucho Club and from where
he and Bernard would spasmodically find themselves thrown out, the Soho
bastion of Bohemia, the Coach & Horses. Even in old age it is claimed that Jay
had a devoted following of intelligent and highly attractive women. His wife
Fran was successful in her own right both as a poet and songwriter.
2is No 5, British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show, at its new home The Borderline proved to be a huge
artistic success.
I’d like to use this opportunity through these pages to say thank you to all the performers, fans and
Tales From The Woods folks who, in their invaluable way, all helped to make the event what it
proved to be. Many folks expressed the view that our new home should become a permanent one.
Acting upon this I have booked the venue for 2is No6/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show for Sunday
29th January 2012. Certainly a well deserved thank you to the management and staff at the
Borderline who proved extremely helpful in the weeks and months leading up to the gig and on the
night.
By the time this magazine hits your screens or your doormats our second gig at the lovely old
atmospheric Empire Theatre at Halstead Essex will too have been and gone and we’ll be looking
forward to Anglo American Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show on 16th October or Halstead 3 as we tend to
refer to it here at Tales From The Woods towers.

Dave, TFTW Promotions paymaster general, whose family members for a
considerable number of years were neighbours to fifties singing star Joan
Regan, has the sad duty to report to us here at TFTW that Joan is now in a
nursing home in north London, suffering from very poor health.
Less than two years
ago Joan made a
special
guest
appearance at the
Churchill Theatre here
in the TFTW hometown
of Bromley, Kent. An evening dedicated to the
band that she, in her younger days, both
worked and recorded with, Ronnie Aldrich
and the Squadronaires.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to country music legend
Charlie Louvin who died on the 26th January aged 83, half of one of country
music's most durable and influential acts The Louvin Brothers.
Ira and Charlie Loudermilk were born and grew up in the Sand Mountain area of
north-eastern Alabama, exposed to music from birth by their parents; a father who
played banjo and a mother who was comparatively well known locally in the circles
of Sacred Harp choral singing.
The brothers won a talent contest during the war years of 1943, the prize being a spot on a
Knoxville, Tennessee radio station, which would guide them on path of recognition locally. By 1947
they were able to move to the much larger station WROL which would cast their by now acclaimed
harmonies throughout the south eastern states of the south, by which time the family name
Loudermilk had been ditched in favour of Louvin. Soon recording companies came a-beckoning, the
remainder of the forties spent label hopping in an attempt to find a sympathetic artistic home, which
they would eventually find at Capitol in 1951 under the guidance of the now legendary producer the
late Ken Nelson.
Just as they were getting their feet nicely under the table, military
service intervened. 1955 saw the brothers restarting their career
which would find them on the nationally known radio show Grand
Ole Opry broadcast live from Nashville, Tennessee. The following
year would find the Louvin Brothers have three consecutive top ten
hits on the national country charts, recording also their most famous
album 'Tragic Songs Of Life'.
Amazingly this success came at the time when Rock’n’Roll was
sweeping all aside, yet even they were not to escape the threat from
the new music. By 1958 Ken Nelson had suggested to the brothers
that Ira’s mandolin sounded old-fashioned in an industry dominated by electric guitars and that it
was time to drop Ira’s chosen instrument from records. Ira, a man known for his short fuse and a
hard drinker, took this very badly indeed, creating a further gap in the brothers’ often stormy
relationship. Charlie has been often quoted as saying in reference to those long gone days of the
fifties "We went from the top of the ladder to where you could not give the Louvin Brothers away."
When his brother Ira was killed in a tragic road accident which also took the lives of his wife and four
other people in 1965, Charlie could be forgiven for believing it was all over for him. It was Ira’s note
perfect harmonies and virtuosity upon the mandolin that gave their records both the edge and
atmosphere. If that was not enough Ira did virtually all the songwriting. I read in a Country Music
Journal some years back in which they repeated a well chosen quip of Charlie’s, "I held the paper
whilst Ira did the writing."
Despite all the self depreciation, Charlie persevered, remaining with the mighty Capitol records
label, became a highly respected member of the Opry cast, for a while teaming up to record with
Melba Montgomery.
In later years, despite his often very vocal and forthright opinions regarding what often passes for
modern country music which is no doubt a view shared by a fair number of readers of Tales From
The Woods. He recorded with and went on the road with rock bands such as Cheap Trick and Cake,
and performed at festivals in memory of country rock pioneer Gram Parsons.
Over the past few years he has recorded no less than three albums, in 2008 'Charlie Louvin Sings
Murder Ballads and Disaster Songs', a live set from the aforementioned Gram Parsons festival
tribute and in 2010 'The Battle Rages On', an album dedicated to songs of war.
December 2010 saw Charlie collapse whilst recording on the Marty Stuart Show, a true old country
trooper he perhaps forced himself into recovery to complete his performance.
The influence of the Louvin Brothers on Don & Phil Everly is indeed immeasurable; Ray Charles
recorded their 'When I Stop Dreamin', Gram Parsons recorded the Louvin’s 'The Christian Life’ as
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a member of The Byrds and later as a solo artist 'Cash On The Barrelhead' and
Emmylou Harris remains perhaps their finest interpreter.
Many duos have tried and often failed to recreate their sound, notable exception
being the Whitstein Brothers whom some might suggest are a carbon copy. Charlie
Whitstein performed with Charlie Louvin recreating their classic sound during the
period of the 1980s. Singer and songwriter of note for a considerable number of
years, John D Loudermilk is a cousin who, unlike Charlie and Ira, kept the family
name.

Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Paul Lincoln, the man
behind the birthplace of British Rock’n’Roll, the legendary 2is coffee bar in Old
Compton Street, Soho, London, who died after a very long illness on the 11th
January aged 78.
The man who packed several lifetimes into one was born James McDonald Lincoln
on 3rd May 1932 in Sydney, Australia, the son of a signwriter. Upon leaving school
he ran a small city gym, and by his mid teens he was wrestling seasoned
professionals, in years considerably senior to himself. Soon to change his name to
Elmo Lincoln, he wrestled at the Leichhardt stadium where visiting Americans
topped the bill.
Departing for England to seek out fame and fortune, stopping off en route for a while in Singapore
to wrestle an iconic name in wrestling terms, Chief Little Wolf, who in reality was not native American
but a Mexican born alcoholic who had seen far better days both inside and outside the ring.
Arriving in the United Kingdom aged 19, finding employment as a bodyguard to a
currency dealer before commencing the hapless slog up the bill of the wrestling
circuit with little effect as either James or Paul Lincoln, until old time Scottish
wrestling promoter George Kydd came up with the mask and persona of Doctor
Death, magically transforming him into one of the great masked men of the ring.
As always with success along came a battalion of imitators, which he himself
cashed in on by billing himself as "Often imitated – never equalled."
Paul Lincoln came to manage the 2is coffee bar with his buddy and fellow
Australian wrestler Ray Hunter in 1956. For someone like myself who each year
for the past six has celebrated this tiny basement venue with five 2is reunion shows and one skiffle
50, it is difficult to decide what, how much, and who to include; suffice to say for the sake of time
and space I’ll concentrate on the main achievements, turning this insignificant little Soho coffee bar
into a major hub of a Rock’n’Roll revolution of a uniquely British variety and from it unwittingly
creating the multi billion pound industry that exists today.
For sixpence entrance in the sweaty basement on any given evening you
could find The Vipers; two acts who he would later for a while manage, Wee
Willie Harris and Terry Dene; through its doors would pass on their way to
national stardom Cliff Richard & The Drifters, later to become (just in case
anyone reading this magazine is not likely to know) The Shadows; Marty
Wilde & The Wildcats; Tommy Steele; Adam Faith; along with names that
would have long and fulfilling careers in Rock’n’Roll; Vince Eager, Chas
McDevitt, the list is endless.
Artists that have appeared on Tales From The Woods shows like Buddy Britten, and our
predecessor in the nineties Deryk Mason of the Lonnigans who promoted a few 2is reunions at the
100 Club, before taking it on one magical never to be forgotten evening at the Royal Albert Hall. At
the 100 Club we were able to witness the wonderful Beryl Bryden, Julian X too appeared once as
well, like Beryl sadly no longer with us. Tragically we lost the great Rick Hardy a few years ago in a
road accident, a cornerstone of Tales From The Woods inspiration, not just for all our live shows no
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matter the musical content, Rick had a residency there for almost eighteen months. Wildman
Rock'n'Roller whose star would later shine brightly in France for while Vince Taylor, Keith Kelly, our
very own TFTW MC Rockin’ Ricky Stevens as a young lad served coffee, Rockin’ Gerry’s first stage
appearance was in the 2is.
Paul Lincoln was the first to put package shows featuring Rock’n’Roll acts on the road, also he was
the first to create the Rock Across The Channel of which a series would follow, which TFTW
recreated in a humble way in company of Darren Vidler a Riverboat Shuffle from Gravesend to
Southend and return.
Britain’s first pop music show Six Five Special was broadcast live from the 2is on one occasion
where Lincoln was interviewed in hushed reverential tones, it has been suggested, in praise of the
new teenage music.
The glory days of the 2is behind him, he continued to wrestle his way through the remainder of the
sixties and into the seventies, at one stage promoting himself and others through the Granada
Cinema chain. One such promotion was himself in contest with the great boxing champion
Randolph Turpin, now reduced through financial needs to demean himself on the wrestling circuit.
Other characters associated with Lincoln, either promoted or fought against, was one who billed
himself as the Wild Man of Borneo, a Glaswegian who went by the name of Jungle Boy, another
called himself Society Boy complete with top hat.
At his peak he was promoting around the world, and as the seventies wore on, now well past forty
he took his Doctor Death persona to Spain, where he took up a year long residency in Valencia
which included a weekly contest in Madrid. As his fifties loomed he returned to Australia to wrestle
as Major Lincoln, a villainous former British army officer.
Upon finally departing the wrestling ring, he ran a private detective agency in Sydney, later to
become a partner in a Mexican restaurant.
Returning to England he settled in Southampton where he opened a night club which he ran until ill
health forced him in to retirement. He would remain in the city for the remainder of his life, living an
out of character quiet life.
One late summer afternoon back in 2006, Westminster
Council, through the instigation and perseverance of life long
Rock’n’Roll fan and admirer of all things 2is Bob Mandry, held
a wall plaque ceremony at the premises that was once the
2is, now a trendy[ish] restaurant. A pleasant afternoon was
spent mingling with the artists and musicians who helped to
put this tiny basement venue on the tourist trail and into
British music history, including Sir Cliff Richard, Big Jim
Sullivan, Wee Willie Harris, Danny Rivers, Brian 'Licorice’
Locking, Chas McDevitt, Rick Hardy, and John Allison to
name but a few, including the now rather frail Paul Lincoln
making a rare trip outside of his adopted home city.
Tales From The Woods had already, that previous January, promoted Skiffle 50 at the Water Rats
near London’s King’s Cross, presenting some of the aforementioned artists, just a few months away
from the first of our 2is Reunion Shows at the 100 Club, the first of which would prove to be tragically
dedicated to the recently departed Rick Hardy.
On that cold late January evening in a packed to the rafters 100 Club, the book dedicated to the 2is
was born, written by Andrew Ings with a foreword by myself along with the interviews that were
conducted by Andrew and I at what was then our official TFTW function room at the King & Queen
near Goodge Street, not far from the site of another famous fifties coffee bar, the Breadbasket. Paul
was far too sick to make the trip to either the pub for an interview or to attend any of our 2is shows,
but Andrew fortunately was able to interview him for posterity in the comfort of Paul Southampton’s
home.
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British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show
Halstead 27.03.2011
To test the waters on how Rock’n’Roll is viewed today I told my son I was going to a Rock’n’Roll concert.
"Whatever makes you happy mother" was his answer, delivered in that patronising tone reserved for feeble
minded pensioners. How different from the anger of my father when I told him of my plans to go to the Regal
Edmonton to see Jerry Lee Lewis in the '50s.
"That man is an immoral disgrace and I'm shocked you are even considering going!" - or something like that.
My reply was even more shocking to me now. I said that, as I was almost of an age as the child bride Myra,
I was perfectly old enough to get married if I chose and could see nothing wrong in it. How attitudes change
- like Teddy boys; once dangerous thugs and now often geriatric mannequins. Rock’n’Roll has become
comfortable, and like many I miss the danger and edge of the early years.
Back to the show. A comfortable venue was promised and so it was. Really welcome after the Castor Village
Hall the night before where the tireless Country Pete McGill had entertained for four hours and the chairs had
proved a challenge.
The rather faded Empire building is sited near the town centre of Halstead (meaning "healthy place"
according to the tourist map) and so it turned out for this Woodings event. The afternoon sound checks were
not all straightforward but were conducted in a civilised and good natured manner which did credit to all
concerned.
Prompt at seven the theatre filled up, not quite to the 270 capacity, but well on the way. Good news for those
who haven't found their way there yet for next year. Tons of parking and free on Sundays.
The excellent TFTW House Band began proceedings, dazzling everyone with their abilities. The compere
Rockin' Ricky Stevens started the show with two numbers of his own before introducing John Longo who
gave a solid, animated Rock’n’Roll performance for which the audience showed their appreciation.
Vince Eager

The great Vince Eager came on next - a big man with a big voice and a host

© Paul Harris of tales of past gigs and performers including those about the 2is.

Then came Dave Sampson - a versatile
performer who sounded just like Elvis with Dave Sampson
"Love Me" and later made a creditable Cliff
Richard - well, sound wise anyway!

© Paul Harris

Out of the Shadows made a truly
authentic sound with “Apache” reminding
me of the time I was a virgin - I think, although not for long with those loin
stirring notes!
Brian "Licorice" Locking, looking like an amiable and more sensible Spike
Milligan, told of his red hair in the film of "The Young Ones" and exhorted the famous Clem Cattini to "Sing
up" which he steadfastly resisted, preferring to rely on his virtuosity on the drums.
A poignant tribute to the late Jet Harris - a solo harmonica version of "Prayer" - made an emotive offering
from Brian, leaving few dry eyes in the house.
On came a rather cynical Dave Sampson as Cliff Richard - not in the Peter Pan mode - restoring the mood
and entertaining us greatly.
A surprise addition to the cast was Ian Geest who was plucked from the audience to deliver "The Young
Ones", competently performed with the early days’ clipped diction. Huh!
We could have enjoyed more but time was passing.
After an imposing “Telstar” arrangement it was time to finish and all the cast and organisers came back for a
final classic "Whole Lotta Shakin" which everyone enthusiastically joined in with.
A wonderful evening was had by all and I, for one, look forward to the next Halstead Rock’n’Roll Spectacular.
Brenda Guest
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOULS
GOODBYE TO A SOUL ICON
LOLEATTA HOLLOWAY

Loleatta Holloway is best known for her dance floor workouts like
'Love Sensation', 'Hit and Run' and 'Run Away', but her biggest
chart successes were ultra soulful ballads.
Loleatta Holloway was born 5th November 1946 in Chicago,
Illinois. Loleatta trod the familiar path from church choir activities
to gospel groups. While still a young girl she became a featured
performer with the Holloway Community Gospel Singers, a
travelling aggregation of over 100 members run by her mother. She shared platforms with many of
the great gospel names, particularly Aretha Franklin, who was a major influence on the youthful
Loleatta. The mid sixties saw her established as a recording and touring member of the group the
Caravans, a renowned female gospel quartet led by Albertina Walker, and included sometime
members Shirley Caesar and Dorothy Norwood. She recorded albums on Savoy subsidiary Gospel,
and on Scepters Hob outlet with the group.
Following this she formed her own touring company, Loleatta Holloway and her Review, with which
she toured for a couple of years. Next came a starring role in the musical, "Don't Bother Me I Can't
Cope", which brought her to a wider audience.
Switching to a secular persuasion, her first solo journey onto wax was a heartfelt re-working of the
Gene Chandler hit retitled, 'Rainbow 71', which appeared on the small Apache label in 1971. It was
picked up for national distribution by Galaxy. Following this she gained a contract with Atlantic based
Aware Records.
In 1973 the album titled simply, LOLEATTA, was released, produced by her husband Floyd Smith,
including the works of song-smiths like Ashford & Simpson, Sam Dees, and Charles Jackson &
Marvin Yancy. 'Mother Of Shame'/'Our Love' lifted from the album became her first chart success,
43 R&B. Early in 1975 the forty five, 'Cry To Me', hit the streets, a sensational pleading soulful lyrical
ballad, penned by the incomparable Alabama soul heavyweight Sam Dees, and is now quite rightly
acknowledge as a deep soul classic. This was to become her biggest chart success, 10 R&B and
68 US Pop. The album of the same name followed, which was sprinkled with tearing soul gems, like
Sam Dees’ 'The Show Must Go On' and Gene Chandler’s evergreen 'Just Be True'.
Aware folded soon afterwards so she signed to Salsoul distributed Gold Mind, continuing the Sam
Dees connection with a startlingly soulful, 'Worn Out Broken Heart', which took her once again into
the R&B top thirty in late 1976.
But it was the punchy beat sound in 1977 of 'Hit And Run', produced by Norman Harris that spurred
Loleatta's career to gain disco acceptance. Followed by other disco goodies, the big UK hit, 'Ride
On Time', 'Catch Me On The Rebound' and 'Crash Goes Love' kept the dance floors full and
established her as a disco diva.
A memorable release in 1978 was a duet with Bunny Sigler, 'Only You', which was her second
biggest hit, and making her second visit to the US Pop charts.
Loleatta, often sampled, continued to keep up with the times by cutting dance material for small
independent labels like Streetwise, Double J, Warlock and Saturday. But it’s a trip back to her
sanctified soul Aware releases that will always find my soul g-spot. She passed away on the 21st
March 2011 from heart failure.
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GOODBYE TO THE X-RATED LADIES MAN
MARVIN SEASE

Marvin Sease was a megastar on the Southern Chitlin
Circuit from the mid eighties. His lustful and
uncompromising live performances along with seductive
lyrics made him, along with Bobby Rush, the biggest star on
that rewarding circuit for well over two decades.
It probably goes without saying had Marvin Sease concentrated less on his "Candy Licker" image
(who could ever forget classics like 'Condom On Your Tongue' and 'I Ate You For My Breakfast',
indeed), he might have had his due recognition as the great soul singer that he actually was.
Amongst the controversial lewd sexual material, he actually did cut some cracking deep rootsy
Southern soul, draped around with his gospel-drenched vocals.
Marvin Sease was born on the 16th February 1946 in Blackville, South Carolina. Like so many other
soul artists he initially started singing in his local church choir. He went on to join a gospel group
called the Five Gospel Crowns in Charleston, South Carolina. At the age of twenty he moved to New
York City and joined another gospel group, the Gospel Crowns.
Despite his love of the Gospel scene he wanted much more from music. So he left the gospel circuit
to form his own R&B backing band with his three brothers in tow. He named the band Sease.
When this venture failed, he continued to perform, singing popular songs of the day to pre-recorded
backing tracks at local dances and clubs, slowly building up a following, particularly when he landed
a regular gig at a Brooklyn night club, the Casablanca.
In 1986 he recorded a self funded, self produced, self titled album, that was released on his own
Early Label, which featured one of his more popular songs from his live act, the classic 'Ghetto Man'.
This release propelled his professional career forward, particularly within the Deep South's circuit of
bars, blues festivals and rural juke joints.
Polygram Records picked up on the interest Sease was creating and signed him up. So in 1987 they
re-released his self titled album nationally on (US) London/Mercury Records.
The new version included an additional newly recorded track, a ten minute version of the very
suggestive, 'Candy Licker', which was to become Marvin's signature song. The track was a smash
hit, 14 R&B, despite the lack of airplay due to its racy explicit content.
Despite never having a consistent presence in the chart, his releases sold consistently well,
occasionally tickling the Billboard R&B charts.
But whatever lack of chart success, Marvin had become a cult figure on the chitlin soul and festival
circuit, his success however was most notably being linked to 'Candy Licker', and ensured a strong
black female following who flocked to his live shows.
Over the next couple of decades Marvin's Tyrone Davis influenced vocals, recorded close to twenty
albums on labels Mercury, Jive, Silvertone and finally to Malaco, on which he released his last CD
WHO’S GOT THE POWER in 2008.
As he aged the condom packet stayed well and truly unopened, and proved he was definitely up
there with the best in soul.
Marvin Sease died of pneumonia in Vickburg, Mississippi, on the 8th February 2011, just eight days
before his 65th birthday.
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ONE COOL DUDE
CLAY HAMMOND
Clay Hammond was born on the 21st June 1936 in Roseback, Texas
and was raised in nearby Fort Worth. Following the normal path of so
many soul artists he began singing in his local church choir from around
the age of nine. Later he formed his own gospel group, the Friendly Five.
By the mid fifties he had settled on the west coast in Los Angeles, where
his brother Walter was already making a living from music, as the
baritone vocal member of the Olympics, soon to have the big hit,
'Western Movies'. Hammond continued to sing gospel music and in 1956 he joined the original line
up of the Mighty Clouds Of Joy, staying for a couple of year before opting to take the secular path.
He had also begun scribbling songs down from an early age and in 1959 he recorded one, 'The
Perfect Couple', for the Tag label, which shared a b-side with Jack McVea.
In 1961 he formed a vocal group called the Three Friends, which saw three releases put out on the
Cal-Gold and Imperial labels, which all failed to register. In 1962 Abner Records released 'Thirty
Miles Of Railroad Track', by the Hammond Bothers, a duet by Clay and brother Walter, flipped by
Clay's own, 'I Told You'. It was to be their only recording together.
Brother Walter felt more comfortable away from the front line, and moved into producing and
management. One artist Walter signed up was Little Johnny Taylor, and was keen for Taylor to
record Clay's composition 'Part Time Love', which he did. 'Part Time Love' went on to be a number
one R&B chart smash in 1963 on Galaxy, subsequently becoming a genuine soul classic, being
recorded by dozens of soul luminaries.
Having given away 'Part Time Love', Clay was keen to get his own recording rewards. The grateful
Galaxy concern offered Hammond a contract. Only one forty-five emerged from the deal, 'There's
Gonna Be Some Changes', which followed the same roots as 'Part Time Love', and was perhaps to
alike to chalk up interest.
Label hopping saw releases on Duo Disc, Liberty, and Keyman. The Duo Disc release, 'Dance Little
Girl', became a giant on the Northern scene.
In 1967 he signed for Kent Records, having four singles, all self penned, on that logo between 1966
and 1968. This also seems to be his most settled phase of his career. The first Kent offering, 'Take
Your Time', was a brilliant heartfelt deep Southern ballad. His second Kent, 'You Messed Up My
Mind' is undoubtedly one of the best soul forty-fives ever. His third release was the stunning, 'I'll
Make It Up To You', which is deep at its finest. Despite their artistic qualities none of his Kent
recordings sold very well.
After he parted company with Kent his record releases became scattered, with one-offs for Ronn
1970, Mercury 1973, Raushan 1982 and Versepto 1982. In 1981 he took up an opportunity to join
the Rivingtons, of 'Papa-Oom-Mow Mow' and 'The Bird’s The Word' fame, taking over as their lead
singer after Carl White’s death. He stayed with the group playing the oldies circuit until 1987. He
also continued to perform solo when the opportunity allowed.
In 1987 he swapped groups and became part of one of a Drifters line up. This liaison was relative
short lived, as in 1988 he had an offer to join Leon Haywood's Evejim label, debuting with the
forty-five, 'License To Steal', which met with well deserved appreciation. It was quickly followed by
the splendid album, STREETS WILL LOVE YOU. The title track lifted from the long player was to
become his biggest seller. His last known work was a disappointed CD in 1995, HARD TO
EXPLAIN.
He continued to earn his living with solo performances and occasional return visits to the Drifters. In
1999 Mr Cool wowed us all at the Blues Estafette in Utrecht with a brilliant unforgettable
performance. Clay always seemed to have one foot in the door, but his fusion of Southern soul,
deep and R&B remained much underestimated. He passed away on the 4th February 2011, after a
long ten year battle with cancer.
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UK SOUL RECORD LABELS

The ultimate in American soul music
DEEP SOUL RECORD LABEL
The Deep Soul record label was a subsidiary of Soul City
Records and was formed in April 1969. It was the
commercial success of Gene Chandler's Soul City
release, 'Nothing Can Stop Me', which led to the formation
of the Deep Soul label as a distinct logo, basically
because Soul City had acquired an image that was not
altogether in keeping with the image that had been
intended. As you may recall from the last issue, on the
label was printed, "Soul as deep as you like... and then
some...", which didn't seem quite right with records
reaching the pop charts.
On launching, soul guru and part owner David Godin of
Soul City records said "This is really a long held dream
come true and I hope that a minority of you at least will
love the records as much as we do. We do work for
passion rather than profits and we expect Deep Soul
records will more often than not only break even on sales.
The Soul City label should in part subsidise the more
esoteric masterpieces and hence our Deep Soul project".
The initial release was one of Dave Godin's favourite
records of 1968, Jean Stanback's immortal, 'I Still Love
You'. A very soulful piece of action it is too.
One thing about the release of all the records on the Deep
Soul label, all deep slowies, is that, as Dave said, they must have been released in the knowledge
that they would only sell in limited quantities. In 1970 the set up went into liquidation, which saw both
the Soul City and Deep Soul labels along with the only true specialist soul shop close operations.
Today Deep Soul is seen as a classic label, fondly remembered, and very collectable. One is left to
wonder what gems might have subsequently been issued had the label not folded.
45's Discography
DS9101 Jean Stanback - I Still Love You / If I Ever Needed love (Peacock)
DS9102 The Adlibs - Giving Up / Appreciation (Share)
DS9103 Nickie Lee - And Black Is Beautiful / Faith Within (Mala)
DS9104 The Emotions - Somebody New / Bushfire (Twin Stacks)
DS9105 Jimmy & Louise Tig - A Love That Never Grows Cold / Who Can I Turn To (Bell)
DS9106 Roy Hamilton - The Dark End Of The Street / One Hundred Years (AGP)
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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CD REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’ Brian (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter,
a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at some recent rockin’ CD releases

Big Mamma's Door - "Handbagged"
This CD is a tasty collection of slow
blues and rockin' rhythm & blues
from a band named after an Alvin
Youngblood
Hart
tune
and
comprising lovely Irish vocalist
Fiona McElroy, Mal Barclay on
guitar, Henri Herbert on piano,
John Culleton on bass, and Rob Pokorny on drums. All are vastly
experienced figures on the domestic R&B circuit, and Fiona, for my money, is one of the finest,
feistiest singers around today; she's particularly adept on the slow blues, and three of these, "You
Make It Easy", "Letting You Go" and "I Don't Even Care", are part of the nine tracks on offer.
Of the remainder, the title track will especially appeal to the rockers among you, as it bears a nice
rockabilly feel not dissimilar to Mickey and Sylvia's "No Good Lover", and a Fats Domino feel
permeates "A Little Mad About You", and "Give It To Me" also has something of a New Orleans feel,
with some fine, Crescent City-style drumming from Rob Pokorny. "Another Night" is a mid-tempo
boogie propelled by some nice piano from Henri Herbert, and the band take their leave with
sparkling renditions of two uptempo crackers from the Barbara Lynn songbook, "You're Gonna Be
Sorry" and "Oh Baby We've Got A Good Thing Goin'". A pleasing set all in all, and well worth a listen
if you like solid boogie blues. A visit to the band's website is recommended. bigmammasdoor.com

The Caezars - "Shakedown"
Not sure of the catalogue number for this item, but I am sure that this is one
fine debut album by a band that's burning up the clubs and festivals
nationwide and all over the world, it seems. The Caezars are in their late
teens/very early twenties and comprise vocalist/rhythm guitarist A.J.
Denning, lead guitarist Danny O. Dawkins, doghouse bassist Steve Neller
and drummer Mikey Harling; their all-out, attacking style of Rock’n’Roll is to
my ears a head-on clash of rockabilly and '60s garage, where Johnny
Burnette shakes hands with the Sonics.
With this in mind, those Sun worshippers who like their Rock’n’Roll/rockabilly no wilder than, say,
Gene Simmons' "Mom and Pop" may not be so inclined to try this spicy dish (though at virtually all
the Caezars' gigs I've checked out it seems like rockabillies dig the band as well as the Kats and
Kittens, no doubt the more broad-minded jump-jiver would go for this all-conquering quartet as
well!). As a long-time Link Wray/Sonics fan, this is right up my boogie boulevard; Steve and Mikey
create a solid platform for A.J. and Danny, and I can sure understand that Wray was a major
influence on Danny O's guitar style; his guitar riffs are suitably lethal and the Linkster would surely
be beaming down from his cloud at hearing this 14-tracker (the largely instrumental clarion-call "Hail
Caesar!" is the perfect example).
A.J.'s voice is remarkable, how on earth does he get so close to the Buddy Holly pipes circa 1956??
Original songs are the title track, "I Told You", "I Never Wanted To Cry", "Dance", "I Can't Be Alone",
"I Am Just Bad", "You Can Love Me", "Six Feet In The Ground" and "Sittin' At The Top", and were
written by A.J. ('cept "I Can't Be Alone" which is a Dawkins and Denning creation, "Get Lost You No
Good Creep" which, if I'm correct, was written by Danny's father, and the aforementioned "Hail
Caesar" which is a group composition).
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A few powerful covers complete the collection, these being an incendiary blast through the Wailers'
"Dirty Robber" and the slightly lesser-known "Pretty Jane" (by Mark Robinson) and Willie Ward and
the Warblers' "Madman".
These guys haven't yet disappointed me in terms of live performance, they're wild performers,
appropriate to the label on which this CD appears, but the fact that the overall band sound is always
so tight is testament to their undoubted talents. Again, not for the squeamish, but it's my kinda
Rock’n’Roll without question, and hopefully Glastonbury will capitulate when the guys appear there
in June.
Barrence Whitfield and the Savages (Ace CDCHD 1288)
A native of Newark, New Jersey, Barry White was a student at
Boston University working at a record store in town when, one
fateful day in around 1982, local guitarist Peter Greenberg entered
the store and asked White to sing with a rockin' rhythm and blues
band he was forming, which came to be named the Savages.
Greenberg had heard from the grapevine that White had a
remarkable voice, combining the qualities of Wynonie Harris,
Screamin' Jay Hawkins and Little Richard, and so was delighted to
hear White answering in the affirmative. Barry and the Savages
(completed by Steve LaGrega on tenor sax, Phil Lenker on bass
and Howard Ferguson on drums) rehearsed incessantly and cut
demos in June 1983, and the following year released their first album. "Barrence Whitfield (as White
had renamed himself) and The Savages" was released on Mamou records and sold well locally.
Ace have issued this remarkable debut along with ten extras; of these, versions of Hop Wilson's
"Rockin' At The Coconut Top", "Doin' All Right" and "Savage Express" form the "basement" demos
spoken of earlier, the Collins Kids' "Whistle Bait" and "All-American Surfer" are out-takes from the
album sessions, while a nice take of Otis Redding's "Pain In My Heart", the instrumental "Savage
Sax", Smiley Lewis's "Playgirl" and "Big Mamou" and Phil Flowers' "No Kissin' At The Hop" are live
cuts, taken from shows held in 1984/85.
The original album is of course chock with wild, screamin' black Rock’n’Roll of the highest order, and
as the guys were serious students of the music, the track listing is daring for its time; Don "Pretty
Boy" Covay's "Bip Bop Bip", "Walkin' With Barrence" (adapted from Frankie Lee Sims' "Walkin' With
Frankie"), Bobby Peterson's "Mama Get The Hammer", Ronnie Molleen's "Fat Mama", Robert
Moore's "Go Ahead and Burn", the Nite Raiders' "Cotton Pickin'", Jimmy McCracklin/Big Al
Downing's "Georgia Slop", Ba Ba Thomas's "Miss Shake It" and Big T Tyler's "King Kong" weren't
as widely known and revered as they are now, and these, plus band compositions "Savage Sax",
"Whiskey Wagon" and "Ship Sailed At Six", comprise the album. Whitfield, of course, went on to be
a popular solo attraction, and a regular visitor to the UK, thrilling festival audiences with his wild,
manic stage act. But here's where it all started, and according to John Swenson's booklet note, we
can expect a Barrence Whitfield and the (original) Savages reunion sometime soon. Let's hope so!
Ow! Ow! Ow!

The Golden Age Of American Rock and Roll Volume 12 - Various Artistes (Ace CDCHD 1280)
Here's the latest in what must surely be the most popular and biggestselling series of CDs in Ace's 36-year history, and Volume 12 of
"GAOARNR" has a song pattern like the previous 11 collections, a 30tracker covering the styles and regions emanating from the "golden age"
of 1954-1963, and all were Hot 100 entries in the States. Many are familiar
friends; getting a release over here on London-American were Bo
Diddley's "Road Runner", the Storey Sisters' "Bad Motorcycle" (covered
over here by the Vernons Girls), the Rays' "Silhouettes", Larry Williams'
"Short Fat Fannie", John Zacherle's "Dinner With Drac", "Back To School
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Again" by Timmie Rogers (covered here by Wee Willie Harris), "Little Latin Lupe Lu" by the
Righteous Brothers, Etta (James) and Harvey (Fuqua)'s "If I Can't Have You", "You Better Move On"
by Arthur Alexander, Bill Justis' "Raunchy", Lavern Baker's "Saved" and Marv Johnson's debut
"Come To Me".
Jimmy Jones's "Handy Man", Conway Twitty's "Lonely Blue Boy" and Marvin Rainwater's UK
left-field Number One of 1958, "Whole Lotta Woman" appeared here on MGM, while James Ray's
"If You Gotta Make A Fool Of Somebody" (execrably covered by Freddie and the Dreamers), Slim
Harpo's "Rainin' In My Heart" and Steve Alaimo's cover of Arthur Alexander's "Every Day I Have To
Cry" turned up on Pye International, while Columbia brought us the Dovells' "Bristol Stomp" and
Bobby Gregg and his Friends' "The Jam" which featured young Roy Buchanan on guitar.
Charlie Gracie scored with Parlophone with "Butterfly"; the Crystals, with "There's No Other Like My
Baby" on the same label, didn't. Fontana held the rights to the nascent Tamla label for a while, with
the Marvelettes "Please Mr. Postman", and Jerry Butler's "He Will Break Your Heart" and John Lee
Hooker's "Boom Boom" came our way via Top Rank and Stateside respectively.
Those who didn't make it over the water were the 5 Royales with the superb "Think" (successfully
covered of course by James Brown) Roy Brown's demo (it turned out) of "Let The Four Winds Blow",
better known by Fats Domino, Dick Dale's trail-blazing hit "Let's Go Trippin'", the Velaires' intriguing
version of Chuck Berry's "Roll Over Beethoven" and "Dedicated To The Songs I Love" by the Three
Friends, surely the inspiration for Little Caesar's hit, "Those Oldies But Goodies".
As always, excellent packaging, detailed notes on all 30 songs by the set's compiler Rob Finnis, and
lots of label shots and memorabilia. As with those volumes that have gone before, highly
recommended.
HardRock Bunter

Tales from the Woods celebrates the publication of their 60th edition
The following are also celebrating their 60th in 2011 - (events from 1951)
1951 Alan Freed began playing R&B on WJW Cleveland "Moondog Show".
1951 R&B charts - Rocket 88 - Jackie Brenston & his Delta Cats, 60 Minute Man - Dominoes,
Glory of Love - Five Keys, Dust My Broom - Elmore James
1951 Country hits - Hey Good Looking & Cold Cold Heart - Hank Williams
In the UK 1951
3 interesting singers born - Steve Harley, Joey Ramone, Chrissie Hynde
3 boring singers born - Phil Collins, Chris Rea, Sting
2 footballers born - Kevin Keegan, Kenny Dalglish
On radio - The Archers started and Dick Barton finished
The Goon Show first appears on radio
BBC TV - first transmission of the Railway Children
First colour TV transmission in New York
Burgess and Maclean slipped away - Festival of Britain and the Skylon
Films
In the UK - The Lavender Hill Mob
In the USA - Alice in Wonderland, Show Boat,
The Day the Earth Stood Still, An American in Paris & Street Car Named Desire
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker archive cabinet
1. The Blues Highway. Journalists Doug Newcome and Chuck Tannert continue to St. Louis on the
I-55 in a new Caddy sport sedan. Arriving at dusk they parked up at a hotel and walked through the
deserted downtown towards South Broadway, feeling somewhat uncomfortable without their auto
security. They found the Broadway Oyster Bar serving fine crawfish etouffee, and Cajun guitar
slinger Tab Benoit tearing it up on the club’s brick patio. Source: Doug Newcombe: Popular
Mechanics, June 2008

2. A Library of Congress program will support the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
Science and Technological Council to preserve movie digital content. Film is more robust than
digital and some data tapes have become unreadable in less than a year. Film stocks can last more
than 100 years and is still the preferred archival medium. A paper is due from the council defining
the scope of the problem Source: David S. Cohen, Daily Variety 6.8.07

3. The film Walk The Line opened Nov. 18, and a multi page feature appeared with comments from
Marty Stuart who was Cash’s former son-in-law and next door neighbour. Cash died on 12.9.03, age
71, and had already picked Joaquin Phoenix to play his role. Producer James Keith said Cash
“thought Phoenix was dangerous”. Tennessee Two bassist Marshall Grant said “he portrayed John
perfectly as far as John’s drugs were concerned. He was Johnny absolutely”. Source: Brian
Mansfield USA Today 4.11.05

4. New Orleans tourists are the forgotten victims of Katrina. Astor Crowne Plaza paid $25k to hire
10 buses for evacuating 500 guests, which the Federal Emergency Management Agency
commandeered and police told the guests to go to a convention centre without food and water.
Instead the tourists tried to cross a bridge where they were turned back. Sleeping on the waterfront
police provided provisions and promised buses, the following morning the buses never arrived.
Source: Ass. Press Las Vegas SUN 2.9.05

5. The family of a Manhattan record store owner, Morton Savada, who died in February, donated
20,000 78 rpms to Syracuse University. The collection is said to be second in size only to that of the
Library of Congress and includes blues, jazz, radio works and other genres dating from 1895 to the
1950s. The records weighed about 50 tons and were valued at more than a million dollars. Source:
Jazz Times Jan/Feb. 2009

6. Aretha Franklin had announced that she was taking 6 months off work, but The Detroit News and
Fox 2 state that a close source informs that Aretha has pancreatic cancer. Aretha underwent a
procedure at a Detroit hospital early December, announcing the surgery was highly successful. A
director of the Pancreatic Tumor Clinic at the University of Michigan advises that there is only a 5%
chance of patients living 5 years and 85% of those not candidates for surgery. Source: Las Vegas
Sentinel, 9.12.10
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7. 68 years old Aretha Franklin announced she has been out of hospital for three days and is at
home being looked after by friends, family and a private nurse who checks her daily. Aretha is
hoping to see the production “Dreamgirls” and to see a play about Sam Cooke in Detroit soon.
Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal, 16.12.10
8. Aretha Franklin announces her first concert will be on May 28th at the Seneca Niagara Casino in
Buffalo N.Y., and is also set to release an album with Wal-Mart stores early that month “Aretha: A
Woman Falling Out Of Love”. Aretha hadn’t sung for a month but has currently been practising four
or five times a day to get her voice back. With a diet concern, is giving up pigs feet and ham hocks,
and hopes to fit in a dress size 16. Source: Nekesa Mumbi Moody, Las Vegas Review-Journal,
19.1.11

9. Etta James is being treated for Alzheimer’s disease combined with symptoms of organic brain
syndrome, and also diagnosed with chronic myelogenous leukaemia and undergoing
chemotherapy. Moved to suburban Riverside’s Woodcrest community from L.A. During the late
1980s and living in a ranch style home on a rugged canyon slope with views of snow capped
mountains. An aged Rolls-Royce sits in the drive behind decorative wrought iron gates. Source:
Phil Willon, Los Angeles Times, 15.1.11

10. Half page feature on the L.A. 250 seater The Silent Movie theatre which opened in February
1942 and run by John and Dorothy Hampton until December 1979. John died in 1990 from cancer
brought on by film cleaning chemicals. Laurence Austin and Dorothy Hampton re-opened with the
1927 epic King of Kings in January 1991. Silent double films every Friday and Saturday with hand
out programs. Sylvia Green in her 80s occasionally plays piano accompaniment. Source: Las
Vegas Review-Journal 10.1.93

11. Rick Dale appeared on History Channel’s “American Restorations” which is a spin off from
“Pawn Stars”. His company “Rick’s Restorations” started in 1983 restoring a Coca-Cola machine
and works from his Las Vegas backyard where he can have 20 projects on the go. These can vary
from restoring petrol pumps and barber chairs to motorbikes. One project was restoring a turnstile
from Angel Stadium of Anaheim for a baseball fan. Many items are exported to Japan. Source:
Caitlin McGarry, Business Press 13.12.10

12. Smokey Robinson has lived in Las Vegas since 2006, moving there for tax reasons, but also has
a house in L.A. Born William and nick- named “Smokey Joe” by an uncle. He was in a Detroit high
school group in 1955 “The Five Chimes” which became the Matadors, and then the Miracles in 1959
after signing to Tamla/Motown where he became vice president. Latest CD is “Time Flies When
You’re Having Fun” and recently played the Eastside Cannery. Source: Corey Levitan, Las Vegas
Review-Journal 13.1.11

13. New Comets playing Addison’s Lounge inside the Rampart Casino, Las Vegas for a 90 minutes
show, Tickets $15. Joey D’Ambrosio now the only original member, but recalls playing the El Cortez
in 1954 with Shake Rattle & Roll their big single. This was prior to Rock Around The Clock. Also
appeared at the Sahara with Don Rickles. The Comets had nine singles in the top 20 hit list. Ronny
Weiser of Rollin’ Rock Records produced the band’s latest CD. Source: Jan Hogan, Summerlin
South View, 11.1.11
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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Enfield, 5.3.2011
On occasion BigBoppa’s has a “Saturday Special” and last Saturday that rascal
who purports to be Elvis, but is really the humorous Alvin, decided the home of
Botany Bay Cricket Club would replicate the Hilton for a 1976 Las Vegas
extravaganza. It was envisaged that there could be a problem in getting the 18 piece band on stage,
so they were replaced with just soundman Nobby controlling the electronic wunderbox.
Alvin, resplendent in blue and clutching a cordless microphone, took to the floor with a crescendo
of sound fit for the Memphis Municipal Park. I took a quick glance to see who the brave hearts were
sitting at the front tables, but the crowd in from Scunthorpe knew the score, and were quite happy
to take the anticipated flack from Alvin, and return some.
It took a naive couple to jive during the first number, and it was Alvin’s quip, “Shame you never made
the rehearsals” which got the first laughs of the night when the attractive 1950’s clad lady
accidentally fell. A wonderful foil for Alvin of course, and defending the ladies talents, I have to think
the fall was a set up.
I, shock horror, only appreciate the real early Elvis, but I hold my hat out to Alvin for keeping strictly
to the advertised material, such as doing later versions of his classic rock and roll, Jailhouse Rock
etc. All the powerhouse ballads were there, You’ve Lost That Loving Feeling, My Way, The Wonder
Of You etc., and Alvin had no problem in stopping the show for a chat when he spied somebody
attempting to escape unnoticed to the locker room, or juggling with a tray of pints from the bar.
OK, I’ve heard many of the jokes before, but Alvin has the knack either to create the situation for the
joke, or quickly take the opportunity with immaculate timing as it presents itself. I am not sure what
my old mother, G.B.H.S., would have made of some of the jokes, e.g. the “dyslexic pimp who bought
a warehouse” but she would have giggled at the quip “that’s the problem love, clothes from the
catalogue never look the same on”.
After a thirty minute break Alvin strolled out of the wings, having changed into the big buckle and
silver togs, brandishing a guitar, and the second half progressively rocked until the dance floor was
packed. Announcing “The song always played on the Gracelands’ bus”, young Connie, the bar
manager was heard to say, “That’ll be Welcome To My World”.
She was right.
That “Glory Glory Hallelujah” number closed the show of course, and had most on their feet waving
scarves in the air (where is Spurs in the league by the way?) The only scarves missing were Alvin’s,
I assume Elvis’ original American suppliers, the Ice Capades Costume Company, had run out (nice
fact for the pub quiz).
Another excellent show from Alvin who, for his humour, remains loyal to the King, terrific voice and
another great night at Mike Deasey’s BigBoppa’s.
Funny how segmented rock and roll has become. Hardly any of the usual Wednesday night dancers
were present, and most of the Saturday audience, many whom were dancers, I never see on a
Wednesday. Always amazes me how these small clubs survive without maximum local support, but
BigBoppa’s appears to be doing nicely thank you very much.
Catch Alvin headlining at the Elvis Commemorative Festival August 13th -14th, South Buckingham,
Tel: 07952 423578.
Ken Major
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Vauxhall Holiday Park March 18-21
Being mainly British bands, not many Woodies attended this weekender (though they do of course support
Keith's one-day events like the 2is Reunions/British R'n'R Heritage shows.) Myself and Paul Waring were
there, also Frank Walker who was off to Las Vegas in a few weeks for another Rock’n’Roll festival. Apart
from them, the only people I knew to speak to were the promoter Paul Barrett (exchanged a few friendly words
at the bar), Peter from West London, Mark from Southeast London, oh and Wildcat Pete who wasn't feeling
too well (he had postponed a spell in hospital for the Weekender apparently, that's Rock’n’Rollers for you).
Roy Young was the big attraction for me really. He and his band were on Friday night, and I enjoyed his set
as usual, just hearing numbers nobody else plays 'live' or on the decks like 'Bama Lama Bama Loo', 'She's Got
It', 'Hey Hey Hey Hey' and 'True Fine Mama'. He also did a great 'Can't Believe You Want To Leave' despite
being a bit hoarse because of a cold, so perhaps was not appreciated by the crowd as much as he would have
been in top vocal form. Some great boogie-style piano as well from Roy.
Johnny Fox was much better than I remember him when I last saw him. For politically correct reasons I guess
he has changed the name of his band from The Hunters to The Invaders, though perhaps it isn't any more PC
come to think of it (would you rather be invaded than hunted?) However fox-hunting has been banned so the
old name seemed out of place. He included a few Crazy Cavan numbers, which I'm sure all Woodies would
really appreciate!
Saturday night Mary Ann (one of the Ranch Girls) from the Netherlands did a nice set backed by the Ragtime
Wranglers, but for some strange reason, the most popular act of the entire weekend judging by the crowd
round the stage and the queue for autographs afterwards was a young guy called Si Cranstoun who seems to
be turning up at a lot of Weekenders. He is a singer/songwriter and his 'Dynamo' is popular on the Rock’n’Roll
circuit. I don't know quite how to describe him, perhaps the more pop side of the idiom, and owing something
to the Jackie Wilson mould. He did several self-penned numbers including 'Dynamo' and also Wilson's 'Reet
Petite' - a very good version too I have to admit.
Gina Haley, Bill Haley's youngest daughter, was backed by Phil Haley and His
Comments. They kindly changed the old Bill Haley style logo on their drumkit to 'Gina
Haley and Her Comments' for the night. Gina was very nervous, probably one of her
first gigs doing her father's songs, and she had to keep glancing down to the floor for
the lyrics. She did some unusual numbers from the early Haley days. Songs included
'ABC Boogie', 'Rockin' Chair On The Moon', 'Hook Line & Sinker', 'Jealous Heart', '13
Women' ('Men' in Gina's case), 'Mambo Rock' and of course 'Rock Around The Clock',
'See You Later, Alligator' and 'Rock-a-Beatin' Boogie'. The resemblance to her father
is quite uncanny, which may not seem flattering, but I mean around the eyes and
forehead especially (no kiss-curl though). She was definitely her father's daughter,
though was born when he was living in Mexico in 1975 so was very young when he
died. Afterwards she autographed photos of herself and a big biography, including
many interviews, of Bill Haley by Austrian Otto Fuchs, which I bought.
Closing Saturday night was a black guy called Earl Jackson who is apparently described as 'the love child of
Chuck Berry'. Not literally of course. He is British, and was quite a revelation as I'd never come cross him
before. He ended his set (which wasn't all Rock’n’Roll it has to be said) with a Chuck Berry number in which
he bopped around the dance floor and ended up on a table up near the bar playing guitar (which was cordless).
I seem to remember (didn't write down the songs) he also did Little Richard's 'Keep A-Knockin', which Roy
Young had done the night before - not a number you hear bands do often.
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Sunday afternoon there was a band called The Fireballs which had the lead singer on double-bass flanked by
his two sons aged 17 and 14. The 14-year old played brilliant lead guitar which put Chuck Berry to shame, so
catch this band if you can. Apparently he's been playing guitar since he was 9 years old.
Also Sunday afternoon (my 66th birthday) Phil Haley and His Comments did their full set (the logo on the
drumkit now changed back to the name of the band). They didn't just do Haley numbers, The Jodimars’ 'Now
Dig This!' and Lord Rockingham's 'Hoots Mon' among others. Also Haley's 'Rockin' Through The Rye' and
'Burn That Candle'. We were hearing songs you don't often hear live this weekend, that's for sure. Gina did a
guest spot, looked quite stunning, and was brimming with self-confidence after her nervous performance the
night before. No lyric sheets as she rocked through two numbers.
Sunday evening’s line-up was a bit weak I thought, but Bernie Woods and the Forest Fires were good
(Wildcat Pete insisted they were the best band, or at least up with the best bands, but then there are so many
excellent bands around.) They were followed by a Janis Martin Tribute (I remember seeing Janis live at this
very venue at a Teddyboy Weekender years ago) from Jessie (of Jessie and The Orbits who played earlier in
the weekend), Mary Ann and Pepper. These three gals came from UK, the Netherlands and California in the
USA respectively. I didn't stick around in the hall for The Rat Pack but caught some of their act on the TV
as I was packing my suitcase. I also heard Wildcat Pete say next year the Shake Rattle & Roll Weekender will
be 100% Rock’n’Roll saying 'You know where I'm coming from', so some people had complained about some
of the acts this year not being Rock’n’Roll. This is not the Rhythm Riot! or Hemsby so perhaps tastes are
narrower.
Oh yes - girls - polka dots are in! On the rockin' circuit anyway, I thought my eyes were
going funny so many polka dotted skirts/dresses around in various colours. And even
though some were almost identical I didn't see any cat fights.
A nice way to spend my birthday, met up with my two friends from nearby Norwich on the
Saturday and they treated me to a carvery lunch at a pub by the River Yare in Norwich, and
I treated myself on my actual birthday to another carvery lunch and big ice-cream sundae
at the Vauxhall Holiday Park restaurant. Rest of the time I ate in the caravan/mobile home (not chalets, though
they have a few suites as well).
Tony Papard

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

SKY CHANNEL 0199
TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Kenny Barron Trio at Ronnie Scott’s – 10 February 2011
Kenny Barron has been in the top echelon of jazz pianists for many years, and his return to Ronnie Scott’s
after four years was long overdue as far as his fans were concerned. Osaka-born Kiyoshi Kitagawa remained
on bass from the last visit but the drum stool had been taken over by the young fellow Philadelphian,
Johnathan Blake.
The layout of Ronnie’s allowed the performance to take place in the round. The audience
on all sides was attentive, treating the trio with such respect that the silence during the
numbers made it a pleasure to be there. I can’t remember the last time that there hasn’t
been a smattering of those for whom the music is a backdrop to their conversations to
irritate the most tolerant of listeners.
Kenny Barron is such an accomplished musician that it almost seems at times that it is too easy for him;
however, it would be a mistake to fail to see past his shimmering technique to what lies beyond. Tunes are
explored from different angles and the tempo is changed at the behest of his musical intellect. Added to
these remarkable qualities on this night were inspiration and passion.
Starting with a blues, John Stubblefield’s Dialogues In Blue, he and his compatriots were on top of their game.
Monk’s Well You Needn’t was taken at a blistering pace, faster than any of the recordings I have by him. And
all the time the music swung, especially on the Latin-flavoured and self-composed New Samba and Calypso.
However, it is on ballads that Kenny Barron excels, as on Rodgers and Hart’s Blue Moon. The standout
number, though, was Ray Noble’s The Very Thought Of You, where the sumptuous playing of the leader was
an emotional tour de force. Simply wonderful.

Emily Saunders at the Orange Tree – 16 March 2011
The weekly Way Out West gigs at the Orange Tree in Richmond continue to throw up interesting performers
to try out, as well as maintaining standards with its regulars. One such new artist (well new to me anyway)
was vocalist Emily Saunders. Although happy to take up the challenge of a lyric, she seemed more at home
when in scat mode.

Her preferred musical genre was Brazilian, with tunes plundered from the pens of Hermeto Pascoal and Airto
Moreira, or her own compositions with a similar feel. Rather like Tania Maria, her voice tracked or was
tracked by the piano before she took off on an inspired fantasy of her own making, eyes closed and right hand
sculpting the shape and lines that her voice was colouring.
Her excellent band was a model of conjoined rhythmic expression with dynamic and exciting solos from
Abram Wilson (trumpet) and the considerable contribution of Bruno Heinen on piano and keyboard, moving
between the functions of source, soloist and support with ample ease.

Dave Carroll
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It was a pleasure to watch John Howard's
appearance on The Weakest Link on March
9th. He acquitted himself well, avoiding being
asked to sing or dance by Ms Robinson
(although I admit it was something I was
secretly hoping to see).
It was a shame he spent the first few rounds
following Lesley, a woman who appeared to
have left her brain at home so he never had
much of a chance to bank any money.
Throughout the programme, John paraded his
knowledge of geography, modern film and TV,
astrology, mathematics, banking, airlines,
American wildlife, sport, confectionery,
scouting, religion, politics and penguins.
Managing to be the strongest link in a couple of
rounds, and never the weakest, he only
received one vote against him and that
was in the penultimate round. During the
show, he strangely seemed to get all the
music related questions, requiring
answers such as Smashing Pumpkins,
Dave Brubeck, ‘Chasing Cars’ and the
shape of a flat in musical notation (it's a b
John).
Making it through to the final round, John
answered all three of his questions
correctly (a rare occurrence in this show)
and walked away, deservedly, with the
winnings of £2,110. Congratulations John
and maybe, with this on your CV, you can
finally get that shelf-stacking job at your
local Tesco.
A word of warning though - John
apparently carries around a selection of
letters that he is wont to add to the end of
people's names, as evidenced by his
eviction of Joanne(a) from the show.

This is Mr Angry, not looking at all angry but
rather smug and very pleased with himself
(which, in fairness, he has every right to do)

To be as good as John, you would need to know the answers to these final three questions.
In literature the title of which dystopian 1932 novel by Aldous Huxley is taken from a line
spoken by the character Miranda in the Shakespeare play ‘The Tempest’?
Which song by Snow Patrol was named in 2009 as the most played of the previous decade
in the UK despite having only reached no 6 in the charts on its original release in 2006?
Starting with Jack Dempsey in 1922 the US magazine The Ring has awarded title belts to
people whom it considers to be world champions at which sport?
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Buys A Ticket
Don’t you just love travelling by train? Lean back, ride in comfort, and with new lower prices
available on the web, you can do it easily and cheaply.
I don’t think.
I was amazed that the standard cheap day return between my home in Essex and London Liverpool
Street had risen to a whopping £19.30. Of course, I claim to have a rail card, and therefore get a
network card for £12ish which will take me to my tube station of choice.
Meanwhile, I read on websites that you can get all over the country for almost nothing, in trains
that lean, offer food, and travel at more than 100mph.
I suffer frayed and tattered seats, disgusting toilets that make them a most unpleasant place to
smoke (fortunately, the rolling stock is so old they have no smoke detectors in the loo), surly staff
when present, locked station toilets, closed ticket offices, belligerent “revenue protection officers”,
dirty windows, litter, and such disregard for health and safety that a woman with a baby in a
push-chair nearly lost her sprog when the train started to leave when she was halfway out.
So, let’s go to Trainline, Red Hanky, and even National Express’ own website to find out how much
an advance purchase excursion will cost me for one of my infrequent expeditions to the capital.
If you know when precisely you plan to travel, big savings are available, I’m regularly told.
Not on my line, they’re not. The relevant websites quote exactly the same prices as you can get from
the ticket office on the day of travel. They also quote astronomical prices if you want to vary any
aspect of your journey.
The only pleasing part of the website was the news that bicycle riders travel free, but I don’t think
they would let me through the barrier at Liverpool Street with my pushbike, even if I gave them a
print-out of the obviously erroneous offer.
It was my plan to suggest, before I had done any research, that the way to stick two fingers up to
the National Rail Network was to book a long distance journey for around the same price as my
return ticket to London, and waste the second part of the journey.
The train operator would then have an empty reserved seat from, say, London to Birmingham, that
they would not be able to sell to anyone else. While not saving you any money, at least you would
have the quiet satisfaction of knowing you had got one over on the monolith.
Wrong.
I can get a one way fare, using my non-existent rail card, from my home station to Birmingham for
just £7.60. No, I don’t want to go to Birmingham. And I won’t be going to Birmingham.
However, I will be paying £7.60 to London Liverpool Street, where I know the barriers are
unmanned for the return journey in the evenings, because the station staff are scared of Friday
night drunks.
Quite a saving. But also an illustration of the total madness of train ticket pricing that soaks the
essential traveller and subsidises the casual rail user.
I’d complain to my MP, but apparently they get free travel, so I doubt my local MP would share my
concerns.
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My local pub likes to do things differently, quiz-wise, and it's started doing what I
suppose are 'panel shows', with two teams of three sitting behind (imaginary in this
case) desks trying to win/not win whatever contest has been devised, and provide a few
laughs along the way. A couple of weeks ago I was deemed worthy to join one of the
teams, the game being a sort of Call My Bluff where each contestant had to give three
'facts' about themselves, one being true, the other two being fabrications. My, how we laughed as we were regaled
with stories of beekeeping, collections of crisp packets and sixth toes (all true), and of scaling Mount Everest,
having seventeen children and being a vicar (all false). I could barely contain my mirth as I dozed at the end of the
row.
But then it was my turn. In retaliation for being selected, I aimed to bore the audience so much over the following
five minutes that they would spend every drinking hour for the rest of their lives in any establishment but this. But
it didn't work out like that.
My first tale involved my trial for Birmingham City FC in the seventies. Now, proud as I was of my footballing skills,
I was doomed by being best player (as goalkeeper) in my club team, where no scouts ventured, and the worst
player in a fantastic, national cup winning school team, playing out of position at left wing because our goalkeeper,
a future Burton Albion player, was simply bloody good, and one of about eight of the team who did get trials with
big teams. So this one was a lie, perpetuated for many years by the fact that someone sharing my name (in fact
a distant relative) did get a trial (and later a contract) with Brum. I was surprised how much interest this story
generated in the pub, but football is football and will generate discussion whatever the trivia.
My second tale was about my teenage girlfriend, Carol Vorderman. This one isn't so straightforward, as I believed
for many years that the numerically adept one and I had 'stepped out' together as youngsters. My beau's name
was certainly Carol, and whilst I never wrote it down, Vorderman was what I heard at registration. And she was
fantastic at maths. And she was foxy as hell. But the weight of evidence has mounted against me over the years.
All published information about her suggests that if she was anywhere near my proximity in the seventies she had
lived a very clever double life. She didn't even turn up at our class reunion a few years ago (but then again neither
did I). This story provided even more entertainment, opinions split along “Did you give her one” (male) and “Don't
know what you see in her” (female) lines. There is, however, a skeleton record for C.Vorderman on my class
record on Friends Reunited.
What's all this got to do with music? I'm sure you're thinking, if you've bothered to read this far. Ah well, here's the
third story.
“I was the first drummer in The Police”. Ahem, I said it straight-faced, but it was as if I'd told the world's funniest
joke. There was a guy wiping tears of laughter from his eyes with his wife's scarf. A guy at the bar was doubled up
and looking in imminent danger of having a heart attack. A pregnant lady had to leave the room for fear of inducing
premature birth. They really wanted to hear this one.
Back in the mid-70's I had a six degrees of separation relationship with the prog rock band, Curved Air. By some
Byzantine twist of fate that even I can't remember, the wedding-circuit Rock’n’Roll band I was in were engaged to
provide the evening's entertainment at some do which the members of Curved Air were all guests at, through the
type of murky connection that ensures that a thoroughly shocking band plays at a thoroughly high-class event.
Brazen commercialists that the band were, we took the gig at the fee offered, something like ten times our usual
going rate.
Such largess on the part of the organisers didn't engender my bandmates with any form of charitable spirit though.
We chugged our way through two pedestrian sets of way-too-safe mainstream Rock’n’Roll/beat music, to general
apathy which morphed into a gradual filling of the dance floor as inhibitions lapsed the way alcohol (as, I guess,
controlled drugs) tend to make them do. And then, after an encore, we were done. Oh yes we were, no matter how
much a small section of the throng shouted. Four of the five in the band had decided to work to rule, and an
agreement to do two sets and an encore was to be stuck to no matter what. The other member of the band sat
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confused behind the kit, and waited. I was a generation younger than the others, and just lived to play. And I was
actually a hired hand, as a recent recruit not fully welcomed into the band, and paid a flat rate for my efforts, not
included in the beer pot, not able to dip into band funds for replacement gear. And most importantly on this
occasion, not a beneficiary of the inflated fee for the night. So, bollocks to 'em. I wasn't part of the band, so I wasn't
tied to any agreement they'd made. I wanted to play on, do a drum solo if necessary, embarrass them into playing
on. But by now the other guys were fairly firmly ensconced at the bar, ignoring increasingly angry shouts to 'play
f***ing on!'
Then there appeared a knight in shining armour. Or at least in a skin-tight Horslips 1974 Tour Of Ireland T-Shirt.
A bloody giant, with badly bleached hair, large over-sculptured lips and an attitude. It was none other than the
crazy (even then) Stuart Copeland, drummer with Curved Air. As he bounded on stage I stowed my sticks and
made as if to vacate my seat for a man I knew had more drumming skill in his teeth than I possessed in total. He
stood blocking my way and pushed me back onto my stool. “Are y'up for a little more drumming?” he asked. I was
confused, there was only one kit; what was he going to do? He answered my unasked question by strapping on
one of the band's six-strings, plugging in and letting out one heck of a Rock’n’Roll riff. I was dumbstruck - one of
my favourite drummers turned out to be a great guitarist too....
I plucked up a bit of courage and asked “What are we going to play?” Copeland's response was a simple “Just
play f***ing 4/4 and follow him.” The 'him' he referred to had appeared on my blindside and strapped on a bass.
A wiry soul in a black and orange hooped Arran sweater, drainpipe jeans and hair even more badly bleached than
Copeland's. And a soft Geordie accent. He wasn't part of the Curved Air posse, but I had earlier seen him in
conversation with Stuart, Stuart's brother Miles and Canadian guitarist Pete Haycock. Now he stood stage-right,
stroking the strings of the borrowed bass, tweaking the tuning, making it his. Looking like he knew what he was
playing at, and like he intended to show us all.
Stuart nodded at me, nodded at the Geordie, and we were away. For a tenth of a second, maybe two tenths, I
was their equal. But although I was a drummer, I wasn't stupid. At three tenths of a second I realised I was
waaaaaay out of my depth, these two guys were pros and, despite being in a five-gigs a week band, I clearly
wasn't. During the first song, a Chuck Berry boogie, I tried and succeeded with a couple of simple fills and
Copeland eyed me up with disdain In the next song I tried and missed with a rimshot and Copeland, who had
assumed the role of singer, actually slipped the rebuke “What the f*** was that?” into the song without breaking
stride. I stuck to the basics after that, no mean feat in itself when the Geordie, who also sang a few in his distinctive
high-register voice, was playing round the beat rather than on it. I certainly wasn't comfortable with virtuosity.
After maybe thirty minutes of mostly Rock’n’Roll covers plus a new song I recalled as 'Fall Out', the venue owner
pulled the plug, we'd run well over time. Demonstrating either supreme generosity, or proving that he hadn't been
listening, Copeland shouted over “Shit hot stuff, boy”, and he was gone, back into his earlier huddle. By the time
I'd packed away my kit, and made my peace with my clock watcher bandmates, Curved Air and their entourage
had gone. I'd wanted to find out who the Geordie was, but it looked like I'd have to be content with having an
anonymous benchmark for technical ability to take forward in my musical journey.
A few weeks later I was busy trying to decide how to spend my band earnings in the local record shop (remember
them?), and I came across a single in a badly-made cover by a band called The Police. It was called 'Fall Out',
and staring out from the cover photograph were two guys I realised I knew. Stuart Copeland, who I later found
out, was now an ex-Curved Air drummer, and the Geordie bassist, credited on the reverse of the sleeve with just
a single name - STING.
I saw the band live a few weeks later, their reggae-tinged faux-punk style and excellent chops marking them as
new-wave chancers, just riding the blood and thunder wave of the new movement for their own ends. And so it
proved in years to come as they spread their wings and conquered the world.
And that was the story I told the increasingly engrossed pub crowd. And although, ironically, I had documentary
evidence of the 'truth' of the first two lies, the passion with which I told the story of my time as drummer in The
Police meant I was rumbled easily, and lost my round of the competition. The landlord bought me a pint and asked
me to come back the week after, which I did. My stories that week. to a packed house, were rubbish, and I've
decided not to go back for a few months. I probably won't be welcome anyway.
So, yes, I was the first drummer in The Police… after a fashion. And yesterday, one of the old soaks who props
the bar up at that pub on a perpetual basis saw me at the local Co-Op, sidled up to me and engaged me in
conversation, his beery breath making me woozy as he man-hugged me towards him.
“Listen Andy, those stories were great, but I knew which was true from the first minute. Just tell me one thing; did
Carol Vorderman help you with your maths homework?”
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More Early 50's memories from Gaslight BILL
The Beezer and Topper
A penny gobstopper,
So big you couldn't speak,
Sunday School
and Muffin the Mule
and a dollop of malt every week.
5 past 6
Starred Tommy Hicks,
Hit & Miss by Barry,
Opportunity Knocked
When Oh Boy rocked
For Ron, Reg and
Harry

Rumble
======
Teds in 1953/4/5 Battersea
There were gang rivalries in the areas of Battersea,
Clapham, Elephant & Castle, Clapham Common,
Stockwell, Bermondsey.
What I saw as one of the young kids on the street at
that time.
Us, the very young street kids, helped collect the half
bricks and pile them up for the older kids to throw
when battle commenced...
By 9 /10 you could tag along on Saturdays with a
whole gang of kids aged from 10 to 15.
At times there were fights with rival streets which
were basically fights on bomb sites throwing
half/quarter bricks at each other.
The Teds were into more serious gangs fights, area
against area, up at the Junction, Battersea Park or
on Clapham Common, and sometimes further
afield...

Bomb sites and brick fights
and gangs 20 strong,
were part of my early life,
Ted's daisy roots
were hob nail boots,
plus a chain, a razor or
knife.

My family left Battersea in 1956 and bought a
1930's classic three bed semi in West Dulwich, in a
quiet posh road.
The life change for me was extraordinary, but I soon
got a few faces together and started a small gang and
began scrumping and other innocent pursuits.
I passed my 11+ and life slowly changed, and some of
the rough edges have been slowly knocked off me over
the following 50+ years.
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I’m Kinda Fonda Wanda, but when the Queen of Rockabilly Wanda Jackson met Rockabilly King
Hayden Thompson she was aced, despite being dealt the better hand.
Wanda has a new major label CD, and has had more publicity in the past six months than in the
preceding fifty years.
Hayden was hit by sound problems in his first two numbers at the Rockin’ Race Jamboree in
Malaga, Spain so it could have been a shaky start. Plus, he had major travel problems when snow
closed Chicago’s O’Hare airport, and he’d had no sleep for more than 24 hours when he hit the
stage at the Palacio de Congresos.
Of course, Hayden and Wanda were not scheduled to play back-to-back, so direct comparisons
would not have happened if the original programming had been possible. Hayden was due to
headline the Friday night, while Wanda was topping the Saturday bill.
As it was, Hayden did not touch down until Saturday morning, when it was straight into rehearsals
and sound check with German rockabilly band Spo-Dee-O-Dee, who backed both the visiting
Americans.
This was the 17th annual Rockin’ Race, attracting more than 2,300 rockers from all over Europe,
and according to the splendidly named promoter Guillermo M. Jimenez Pou (OK, we call him Gilley),
it was the best attended to date. Malaga in February has daytime temperatures that can hit the
seventies Fahrenheit even if it is cooler in the evening, so it’s a great place to be.
The four day festival is split between two venues, the vast Congress
Hall, and the more intimate Buensol Hotel, and it was at the latter that
the fest opened on Thursday night with a storming performance by Brit
Big Boy Bloater, backed by the consistently excellent Swedish band
The Domestic Bumblebees.
Hard rocking blues with Bloater in his trademark cap, with the man
grinning from ear-to-ear spitting out his Ike Turner licks on guitar,
howling for his baby in Chester Burnette style.
Spo-Dee-O-Dee had their own spot to round off a highly successful start.
Malaga is comparatively quiet at this time of the year, but not at the
Buensol where the UK’s Dollar Bill, aka Ian Bowerman, woke up the
neighbourhood at 1pm with his one man blues band stylings,
apologising to the growing crowd who had only turned in at 5am when
the last record was spun from the preceding session. Yes, record.
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Big Boy Bloater

One odd fact, pointed out by UK radio DJ Steve Stack O’Wax. All the DJs played vinyl at every
session, no CDs, no MP3s, no computers.
Dollar Bill in bib’n’brace and flat cap, harmonica harness, hefting guitar, and playing bass drum and
hi-hat with his feet, looked and sounded the part, playing both sides of his Rollin’ Records single
That Don’t Worry Me and My Baby Makes Me Feel… If he’d sung through the harmonica
microphone rather than a vocal mic, you’d believe you were listening to Papa Lightfoot himself.
The Confidents followed and, sadly, their confidence is misplaced.
The evening’s events at the Congress hall opened in fine style thanks to The Caezars, a young
British band already making waves with their energy and confidence. Charismatic lead singer
A.J.Denning was maybe a little too theatrical for some of the older Brit teds in the crowd, but he had
the audience eating out of his hand as they joined in enthusiastic shouts of “Hail Caezars”. Can Lady
Ga Ga numbers translate into Rock’n’Roll? Well, ask Wanda Jackson, who has covered Amy
Winehouse on her new CD.
Sadly, the otherwise competent Hi-Strung Ramblers looked pedestrian as they attempted to follow
the mayhem.
Germany’s Ray Collins Hot Club, and the Hi-Winders closed out the evening.
Saturday’s proceedings opened with The Jackpots, a western-dressed outfit with great harmonies,
who did totally accurate renditions of numbers like George Jones’ White Lightnin’ and The Statler
Brothers’ Flowers on the Wall, followed by The Barbwires.
The evening show started well with Lil Gizelle, channelling the spirit of Laverne
Baker and Ruth Brown even if not so Lil these days, the Angeleno giving way to
Mississippi’s Hayden Thompson, the only act on the
bill to record in the legendary Memphis Sun studio.
Otherwise placid sound mixer Andy Fittkau found to his
horror his settings had been changed, and Hayden,
initially, could be heard only through the monitors. The
black-dressed septuagenarian has such a powerful
Lil Gizelle
voice, seemingly effortlessly, that he could be heard at
the back of the hall unamplified, but the audience and
Andy sensed something was wrong.
Fortunately it was fixed quickly, and the sheer force of Hayden’s vocal
prowess was released to huge audience acclaim. Sometimes, you can
hear echoes of Elvis in his vocals, sometimes strains of Johnny Cash,
but it’s always Hayden.

Hayden Thompson

Good Rockin’ Tonight, Blues Blues Blues, I Forgot to Remember to Forget, Fairlane Rock, Hey
Porter, Cry Cry Cry were nailed perfectly, with Spo-Dee-O-Dee backing him like they’d been doing
it for years. You Win Again, Ring of Fire, I Walk the Line, That’s All Right, Mama, all hit with the
minimum of chat, the minimum of fuss and the maximum of cool, calm confidence as befits a pioneer
playing and singing with undiminished strength.
Strumming a mic’d up acoustic guitar, Hayden gave the appreciative audience a trip to 706 Union
Avenue, and they loved the ride.
Wanda Jackson’s new CD The Party Ain’t Over Yet has been panned elsewhere,
with no blame attaching to Wanda for the inappropriate instrumentation and
arrangements whose voice, be it her Brenda Lee growl or her sweeter country
style, is fine.
Fortunately, Spo-Dee-O-Dee had no time to learn most of the new stuff, apart
from Shakin’ All Over, which came complete with a pointless musical space not
present on the original Kidd version or the subsequent covers, and Rip It Up,
which barely suits Wanda’s style.
Wanda Jackson
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Dressed in blinding white, and in good humour, Wanda played everything from her
debut rocker Rock Your Baby, the second version of Good Rockin’ Tonight that
evening, Heartbreak Hotel, an excellent take on her Japanese hit Fujiyama
Mama, her now well-known B side Funnel of Love, and its country flip Right or
Wrong, and her rewrite of Riot in Cell Block Number 9, transferred to a women’s
prison.
Her rocking hits from the fifties and early sixties are dominated by piano, and there
was no chance Bobby Poe, who passed away recently, could be with her to replicate the recordings,
but it’s a pity a strong keyboard player could not be found to complement her sound.
As it was, Let’s Have a Party sounded a tad thin. She encored with Whole Lotta Shakin’ and the
audience was satisfied.
Me, I could have done with a little less between songs chat, particularly since this was an
international audience, some of whom must have been mystified by her English-only introductions.
String-popping Omar Romero was next up, keeping the patter to the
minimum, and concentrating on rocking out, with a great take on This Is the
Night.
Supergroup The Dragtones completed the evening, apart from the DJs
who kept the party humming until 6am. Well done, Mouse, The Squale, and
Steve Stack O’Wax, for staying up so late.
Back at the Buensol on the Sunday, the Domestic Bumblebees woke
everyone at 5pm with their own well received set while it was left to the high
speed Brits Jack Rabbit Slim to close the proceedings at 1am on Monday
morning.

Omar Romero

John “Not Too Angry” Howard
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When Dale moved to Los Angeles, he worked as the A&R Director of RCA’s West Coast Division for three
years producing, in April 1971, a group from Texas named “Rio Grande”. Here he worked some with Michael
Nesmith (formerly a Monkees member) but he soon realised that kind of life on amphetamines could lead him
to an early death.
Dale went home for Thanksgiving 1973 and went into hospital in Dallas trying to come off the drugs. Next he
moved to Shreveport, and North Little Rock (Ak), in 1975, still fighting his addiction to Benzedrine and
entering into a second career as a social worker and counsellor. He started Little Rock’s first crisis centre, with
a suicide hotline for teenagers. He was still working some in the music field managing Cazz (real name Robert
C. Lewis) and producing “Let’s Live Together” on Number One records
In 1976 came a long awaited LP titled “Dale Hawkins” (Chess ACRR 703) with some alternates and unissued
songs like “Lulu” and “Gooblie Booblie”. A real great LP even if we could have dreamed about decent art on
the cover sleeve. That LP was reissued in the Chess Rock’n’Rhythm series, in 1984, under the ref CH 9176.
Around 1977, in England came the superb “Chess Rockabillies” LP with the previously unissued “Lovin’
Bug”.
In 1985 and 1986, Dale was back in the studio in Nashville to cut some ‘50s stuff. Only “One Mint
Julep”/”Sixty Minute Man” were issued later with some other sides from 1989. In 1986, Dale received from
MCA, which had bought the entire catalogue of Chess records, a share for his transaction - a cheque for
sixty-four thousand dollars that helped him to put together his own studio named Hank’s Nest Studio and he
returned to writing, recording and producing Kenny Brown, a slide guitar player from Mississippi who played
what Dale called a “pre-blues era” on Beale Street. Dale also recorded a harmonica player named Little
Cooper from Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
On June 20, 1987, Margaret was hostess for the 7th Annual Governor’s conference on the music industry of
Louisiana. That celebration was set at the Bossier Hilton and almost 100 performers, DJs, and record
producers were recipients of a State of Louisiana Governor’s award for their musical contribution. Among
them were Sam Phillips, Faron Young, Carl Perkins and Dale Hawkins. In July 5th, he made his British debut
headlining a Rock’n’Roll Jamboree in Birmingham and was interviewed by Stuart Colman on Radio London.
In December 1987, Dale Hawkins and Margaret together did Sister Margaret McCaffrey’s Telethon backed
by The Bluebirds. In 1989, Dale was back in the UK for the 3rd Hensby Rock’n’Roll Party and was the star
of the show. On his European shows, “Little Pig” was one of his more requested songs, if not the most.
In 1993, MCA issued a Rockin’ Reissues Series on CD featuring Chuck Berry, Johnny Burnette & The
Rock’n’Roll Trio, The Crickets, Bo Diddley and … Dale Hawkins (MCD 30693). The jewel case carried a
tasty sticker proclaiming “Happy Birthday Rock‘n’Roll” and made that CD a perfect and essential one. In
April 30, 1995, a benefit show for Fred Carter Jr was held at the Shreveport Municipal Auditorium with Dale,
his cousin Ronnie Hawkins, Tony Joe White and several members of the Louisiana Hayride.
In 1997, from “Norton” in the USA came “Daredevil” (ED/CED 256) with the 1956 demo of “Susie Q”, “If
You Please Me” but also “Hey Pretty Baby”, “I Can’t Stand Your Ways Anymore”, “Number Nine Train”,
“Daredevil”, “Weep No More” and “Superman” … All that stuff was edited for the first time by that great
New-York label. Dale Hawkins was nominated for the Rockabilly Hall Of Fame and his certificate numbered
0031 was presented to him on Sunday, November 30, 1997, while in England RHOF correspondent Rod Pyke
wrote: "I showed Dale the framed Rockabilly Hall of Fame Induction Certificate that was sent over from
America and asked if I could present it to him on behalf of the RAB HOF. We shook hands and he took the
Certificate and held it in front of him. He was quite overwhelmed. "Gee", he said, "You do not know how much
this means to me. Thank Bob Timmers for me and thanks to both of you for all you are doing.”
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In 1998 it was the great ACE CD 693 “ Rock’n’Roll Tornado” that bring us 30 cuts including 8 unreleased
tracks like “Sweetie Pie”, “Teenage Dolly”, “Boogie Woogie Teenage Girl”, “Convicted”, “One Dozen
Roses”, “Caldonia” (alt) and “Hot Dog” (alt). The same year, Dale played in Barcelona, Spain.
In 1999 came the classic “Wildcat Tamer” (Mystic Music 54322-2) with Nick Devlin and Kenny Brown on
guitar offering “Born in Louisiana”, a roaring rendition of Tarheel Slim’s “Wildcat Tamer”, “Boogie Woogie
Country Girl” and “Promised Land”. Issued the same year was the Goofin’ LP 6091 “Born in Louisiana” with
a great rendition of “Goodnight Irene” featuring Joe Osborn on bass and 12 string gtr and “Goin’ Down That
Road” with David Osborn on dms. Those sides and 4 others were cut in 1997 and are featured on the Wildcat
Tamer CD. The same year he made his first appearance at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage festival,
followed by a date at the Chicago Blues Festival where he took part in a historic reunion of Chess recording
artists. Dale was inducted into the Louisiana Music Hall of Fame on April 11, 1999 and had a very interesting
paper in “Rock & Blues News” (May 99 issue). Next year, Dale played twice in the San Francisco Bay Area
and here is what Lee Cotton wrote: “Dale still ranks as one of the hardest working performers in show
business. His voice remains strong and flexible, and able to hit the high notes effortlessly. Do it, Man, do it!”
While in California he was featured in the documentary “Rhythm and Bayous – A Road Map to Louisiana
Music”. Still in 2000, Dale received an award from “Now Dig This” magazine readers. The real reward from
all around the world down hearted rock and roll buffs.
In April 2002, Dale played in Vernouillet (France) and at the first edition of the Shreveport Jazz and Blues
festival. In May, he played the first annual Ponderosa Stomp festival in New-Orleans with Kenny Brown on
slide guitar and also a musical reunion at Shreveport’s Municipal Auditorium with Claude King, Doug
Kershaw, Margaret Lewis, Tillman Franks and Merle Kilgore. In July 2002, he played the Green Bay festival
with Gene Summers and Glen Glenn. Sheree Homer, the great writer of the recent book “Catch That
Rockabilly Fever”, uses him on the cover of her magazine “Rockabilly Rave” in September 2002. The
following year, Dale was back at the Ponderosa Stomp and on April 15, 2005 at the Green Bay festival where
he played just after Janis Martin. Another great killed by cancer with songs still in the can. Believe it or not,
Rosie Flores still can’t find any deal to have those songs issued. In summer 2005, Dale had a great paper in
the US “Oxford American” magazine and in November 2005, he made the front page of UK’s “Now Dig This”
(no. 272) where the 1987 interview was in print with some great pictures. In September 2006, Dale played in
Finland. He was an all around the world entertainer.
On January 20, 2007, Dale played “The Rockers Reunion” in UK and on
February 3rd, the Surf Ballroom in Clear Lake (Iowa). He also played the
“Viva Las Vegas” festival, the Ponderosa Stomp and Green Bay. In August
2007, he was back in Europe to promote his album “Back Down in Louisiana”
(Plumtone 601) and made a concert appearance in Calafell (Spain). It took two
years to do this album but Dale was very pleased with the album and to have
his son Jeff and Joe Osborn on it. Among the songs are “Mighty Mississippi”,
“Do The Thang” and two versions of “This Love of Mine”. In May 16, 2008,
Dale made his first appearance in a Hemsby festival (UK) and in August 13,
2008, Dale enjoyed the James Burton’s International guitar festival in
Shreveport
A year or so ago, Bobby Rambo did play with Dale and The Hawk at the Nokia
Theater, in Dallas, on a 50’s show. Dale tried to call him in January 2010 but
did not leave a message. Another long friendship was cut by death.

Dale Hawkins, Hemsby 40
16-05-08 (C) Paul Harris Dale guested at the Ponderosa Stomp and The House of Blues at the Jazz
Festival in New Orleans, in April 2009, and he was in a great shape then,
singing great and jumping all over the stage said James Burton who played with him. He also played “Viva
Las Vegas” with Otis Williams (The Charms), Harvey Fuqua (The Moonglows) and in Senigallia (Italia) with
Marvin Rainwater and Sonny Burgess. Through his long musical journey, Dale got a lot of recognitions but
he and Bobby Charles are strangely forgotten in the movie “Cadillac Records” released in December 2008 and
he was also neglected by the Cleveland Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
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Dale was buried in St Paul, Arkansas, and a “Tribute and
Celebration of Life” was held by the family in Shreveport
on Sunday February 21st. The Celebration of Life booklet
given to the guests carried the beautiful words of “The
Wind”, recorded at Chess in 1960, but unissued. Guest
speakers were Margaret Lewis, Robin Hood Brians and
Joe Stampley. Some words from Rosie Flores were also
read to the hundred of friends paying tribute to Dale. I will
close with the beautiful words from his friend Kenny Bill
Stinson:
Dale meets his hero Keith Woods at Hemsby I will always remember your enthusiasm and excitement
16-05-08 (C) Paul Harris
every time you heard that sound... That Louisiana sound...
That lowdown Country-Blues sound... That Cornfield
sound... That dirt road sound... That backwoods swampy sound... That sacred sound of freedom!!! I’m gonna
miss you, cuz... See you at the gig!
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
February 28, 2010
Thanks to Tapio Vaisanen, Billy Millar, Howard A. Dewitt and Colin Escott.

PROTEST
SONGS
Part 2

Singing, bands and musicians were an integral part of the early Aldermaston and other marches. Also on the sit-down
demonstrations, though as demonstrators have remarked: 'Why do we sing "We Shall Not Be Moved" when we always
ARE removed by the police?' Another remark I remember hearing about was from a protestor who said: 'I hope we
ban the Bomb soon because one has to associate with such odd people on these demonstrations!' Odd and eccentric
people were indeed part of the movement, but for me they just made it all the more interesting. Such as the elderly
lady who came on all demonstrations, even with a cracked skull at one time to confront the National Front. She
stopped a coach on the way back from Faslane, Scotland and demanded to be let off to hike over the Pennines. I still
remember that short, lonely figure striding out towards the distant mountain range thinking I might never see her
again, but she turned up on the next demo as usual.
The anthem of CND was 'The H-Bomb's Thunder' sung to the tune of 'Life's Railroad To Heaven', the religious song
Jerry Lee recorded and sung on stage. This became the American miners' union song, 'The Miners' Lifeguard' and
later was adapted by John Brunner for CND and sung on all the big marches. There were many bands, including jazz
bands and folk singers with guitars, on the marches, and songs like this helped us along. Some of the words were very
gruesome:
Don't you hear the H-Bomb's thunder, echo like the crack of Doom?
While they rend the skies asunder, fall-out makes the Earth a tomb
Do you want your homes to tumble, rise in smoke towards the sky?
Will you let your cities crumble? Will you see your children die?
(Chorus)
Men and women, stand together, do not heed the men of war,
Make your minds up now or never, Ban the Bomb for evermore.
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There were two more verses I remember perfectly, and as for gruesome words 'The Crow on the Cradle' recorded by
the Ian Campbell Folk Group on a single to raise funds for CND upset my grandmother when I played it. She said
the words would drive my mother mad. It was about The Establishment (the crow on the cradle) encouraging parents
to sacrifice their children in nuclear or conventional war. The verse which really shocked my grandmother went:
Your mammy and pappy, they'll scrape and they'll save
Build you a coffin and dig you a grave,
Hushabye little one, why do you weep?
We've got a toy that will put you to sleep.
Sang the crow on the cradle.

This was the B side to 'The Sun Is Burning', an equally gruesome song about an H-Bomb explosiion and 'twisted,
sightless wrecks of men' crawling on their knees and crying in pain. A more light-hearted approach was conveyed in
songs like 'The Bug-Eyed Martian' who bumps into a satellite, comes to Earth to investigate 'what in Space are
Earthmen doing with a satellite', discovers that 'all those great big rocket-ships are loaded up with atom bombs' and
returns to Mars safe in the knowledge that 'they'll never make it alive'. Then there was Belshazzar's wall of Biblical
fame, but CND's translation was rather different to Daniel's. According to us the writing on the wall said: 'Boot the
Bases, Ban The Bomb and up with neutral Britain!'
After a Greek MP, Grigoris Lambrakis, came on the Aldermaston March and was later murdered by the Greek
regime (his marble gravestone includes the famous CND symbol) there was an official visit to Britain by Queen
Frederika of Greece, a fascist bitch who was pictured in the uniform of the Hitler Youth in earlier times. The
anti-nuclear weapons movement held big demonstrations during the visit, during which Queen Elizabeth was booed
which created tabloid headlines, and Buckingham Palace was charged by a mob of Committee of 100 supporters
(including yours truly) after the demo was banned by the police. I well remember a middle-class woman shrieking
the chorus to the latest protest song, again to the tune of John Brown's Body/Battle Hymn of the Republic:
In the cradle of democracy, a thousand prisoners rot
Starvation, pain and misery, for years have been their lot.
They guard the flame of liberty, shall these men be forgot
While the royal trip goes on?
(Chorus:)
Free the prisoners, Frederika, Free the prisoners, Frederika,
Free the prisoners, Frederika, And we'll welcome you to London Town.

A song Amnesty International would be proud of. Unlike some of the more leftwing songs perhaps, such as The
Internationale, The Red Flag (once sung at Labour Party conferences before the advent of New Labour), Bandiera
Rossa (the Red Flag of Italy) and that great anthem by early gay campaigner and socialist, Edward Carpenter
'England Arise!' which includes the lines:
Over your face a web of lies is woven,
Laws which are falsehoods pin you to the ground.
Labour is mocked, its just rewards are stolen,
On its bent back sits idleness encrowned.
How long while you sleep your harvest shall it reap?
Arise O England for the day is here!

'Idleness encrowned' being the monarch of course, and by implication the whole privileged aristocracy and ruling
class.
Also songs like 'Red Fly The Banners-O' (to the tune of 'Green Grow the Rushes-O') with lines dedicated to the 'ten
days which shook the world' (the Great October Socialist Revolution/Russian Bolshevik Revolution), the Eighth Red
Army, Stalin's five-year plans but also the British General strike and the Tolpuddle Martyrs. Irreverent songs like
'When The Red Revolution Comes' (again to the tune of John Brown's Body/Battle Hymn of the Republic) with
promises of 'free beer for all the workers when the Red Revolution comes', and politically very incorrect verses about
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making Princess Anne do a striptease in the Strand (was this meant to be a turn-on?), making Lady Docker (who
remembers her?) drive an Austin Seven car, making Sir Winston Churchill smoke a Woodbine every day (who
remembers those?), and a charming but rather impractical idea of turning Buckingham Palace into a block of council
flats 'when the Red Revolution comes'. The alternative chorus to 'free beer for all the workers' was the less exciting
'solidarity forever when the Red Revolution comes'. A very un-pacifistic song sung on a coach back from a demo was
'Song of the Soviet Airforce' about dropping leaflets on the workers and bombs on the bosses while flying 'higher and
higher and higher, reaching the Soviet Red Star. Every propellor is turning, we're defending the USSR!'
The Scottish anti-nuclear bomb songs were the most lively. Things like 'Ding Dong Dollar' sung to the tune of 'She'll
Be Coming Round the Mountain' complete with Scots dialect:
Oh the Yanks hae just drap'd anchor in Dunoon,
And they had a civil welcome frae the toon,
As they measured up the mile
Bonnie Mary o' Argyll
Was wearin' spangled drawers beloo her goon.
(Chorus)
Oh ye cannae spend a dollar when ye're deed,
Nae ye cannae spend a dollar when ye're deed,
Och ye cannae spend a dollar,
Everybody holler,
Och ye cannae spend a dollar when ye're deed.
Oh the publicans will all be doin' swell
For it's just the thing that's sure tae ring the bell,
Och the dollars they will jingle
And they'll be nae lassie single
Even though they're here tae blow us all tae Hell
(Chorus)
But the Glesga Moderator disnae mind
In fact he thinks the Yanks are awfy kind
Fer if it's Heaven that ye're goin'
It's a qucker way than rowin'
And there's sure tae be naebody left behind.

The Glasgow Moderator being a religious cleric. Of course the Scottish inspiration for this was 'Ye Cannie Shove
Yer Granny' which went: 'Ye cannie shove yer Grannie aff a bus, och ye cannie shove yer Granny aff a bus, och ye
cannie shove yer Granny fer she's yer mammy's mammy, och ye cannie shove yer Granny aff a bus'. (Not, at least,
till you've filched her free bus pass anyway!)
Another Scottish song was about the American Polaris submarine base on the Holy Loch:
Och, och there's a monster in the
loch,
A monster in the loch, a monster
in the loch,
Och, och there's a monster in the
loch
And we dinnae want Polaris

The mayor o' Dunoon
Has sold the toon fer half-a-croon,
Toon for half-a croon,
Toon for half-a-croon,
The mayor o' Dunoon
Has sold the toon fer half-a-croon
But we dinnae want Polaris!

Off, off - get off the Holy Loch,
Off the Holy Loch, off the Holy
Loch,
Off, off - get off the Holy Loch,
For we dinnae want Polaris!

So many more songs I remember, too many to list or mention in this article. Perhaps Keith should organize a
sing-along session with a guitarist some time and we can have some songsheets and sing these jolly little ditties
together?
Tony “The Protestant” Papard
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Hemsby Rock’n’Roll promoter Willie
Jeffery has nailed his colours to the
mast, and declared he will remain
faithful to the history of the '50s by
booking original acts while other, lesser
competitors are starting to ignore the
originals who gave birth to the genre.
In a hard-hitting programme introduction
to this spring’s line-up at Yarmouth,
Willie says: “Nobody, but, nobody will
ever replace the vocal excellence,
charisma, recording techniques, songs,
humour, and creativity the pioneers
contributed. We respect and wish to
nurture new bands as they would be the
first to acknowledge the original
Rock'n'Roll stars but we will never forget
the artists who invented this music."
Willie seems prepared to dig deep for
escalating air fares to feed the fans what
they want, and has a returning Narvel
Felts, and a Hemsby debut for Clyde
Stacy, bringing his original guitarist
John D. LeVan with him.
Narvel was born in Arkansas and at 17
was one of the original rockabilly
recording artists at Sun. He became a
major country music star in the 70's, with
many top ten hits.
Clyde was born in Oklahoma moving to Lubbock, Texas where he went to high school with Buddy
Holly. In '57 Clyde recorded 'So Young', a number 68 hit, and rockabilly classics 'Hoy Hoy', 'Honky
Tonk Hard Wood Floor' b/w 'Sure Do Love You Baby’.
The only man in the UK who could do justice to Little Richard and Larry Williams material, Roy
Young, is making his Hemsby debut as well, alongside sax man Howie Casey’s band, a player who
has his own claim to fame.
Roy was a British pioneer of Rock'n'Roll and among the best. He appeared on BBC TV’s Drum Beat
as Britain's answer to Richard. Roy has worked with top names in entertainment from the Star Club
in Germany to a long residency in the USA and Canada, recording for EMI, RCA and Parlophone.
Roy has rarely been in the UK for the last 30 years and is best known for his wild rockin' 45 'Big Fat
Mama'.
Si Cranstoun and his Band are currently storming the scene with his R&B vocals and club hit
'Dynamo'. The singer/songwriter was half of duo The Dualers (two Top 30 Hits 'Kiss On The Lips',
'Truly, Madly, Deeply'). This year the Surrey based singer is booked to play at all the major
weekenders.
Fifth time attendees, Crazy Cavan and the Rhythm Rockers, were formed
in 1970 and play Ronnie Hawkins-inspired Teddy Boy Rock'n'Roll. They
appeared at Hemsby numbers 6, 13, 17 and 21. Now with a new double CD
just released, featuring 'Forty Years of Crazy Cavan & The Rhythm Rockers'
called 'Who's Gonna Rock Ya?'
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The rest of the bill is mouth-watering. The Leopard Trio are a popular Norwich three piece band
who play an authentic and wide mix of rockabilly.
The Misdeals were formed early last year from a Hemsby Jam Session band playing rockabilly
blues with a twist and have already played in Scotland and the NEC.
Jesse James and the Outlaws formed in 1993 and play raw Rockabilly having played all over
Europe and the huge Americana Festival and Hemsby, even backing Sonny Burgess for a CD on
Raucous label.
Slick 49 from London, a great old style cooking rockabilly band, have their first CD just released and
are influenced by Curly Griffin, Charlie Feathers and Hank Williams.
Bill Fadden and the Rhythm Busters formed by Mark Kemlo and Rob Neddin 5 years ago will
back Narvel Felts and have backed Nick Willett and Johnny Powers. They have performed in
Scandinavia, Spain and the Americana Festival; new EP available on MadHouse.
The Mean Devils are Portugal's finest rockabilly band who record for Bop-A-Rama Records.
Union Avenue are flying down from Edinburgh and are the outstanding
Johnny Cash-style band that made an impact last time at Hemsby. With
a new CD 'Sing Quentin' with songs from movie director Quentin
Tarantino’s films.
The Tex Speed Combo arriving from Bolton play raw Rockabilly and
classics, former members of the Crawdads and Rhythmaires.
The Sureshots back Clyde Stacy; the Durham based band were formed
20 years ago and have always played pure Rockabilly.
The Bri-Cats are the German Crystalairs spin-off band formed in the
1990s by brothers Gunter and Herbert Oller and play Swing-O-Billy, described as Eddie Bond meets
Wynonie Harris. They record for Part Records.
Jessie and The Orbits make their Hemsby debut with
great belting blues vocals and have wowed clubs around
Europe. First single was on Vinyl too 'Voodoo Voodoo' and
released on Rumble Records.
The Wild Goners are probably the most authentic French
rockabilly band making Jessie and the Orbits
a rare UK appearance
after splitting for 5 years, last playing Hemsby 22. Excellent EP
'Roving Days Are Back' on Spain's Sleazy plus 2 CDs available.

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE

The Crystalairs were formed in 1988 and are rightly credited as
Germany's number 1 doo-wop group by others. They signed
with the prestigious Bear Family label, cutting the first newly
recorded CD the label released.

P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556

The Hicksville Bombers are led by charismatic vocalist Dave
Brown playing rockin' blues country in a wild and energetic 50's
style. Since 1992 the popular band have appeared at the
Americana Festival, Hemsby several times, Europe, even in
New York during 1997. Latest CD 'Best Of'.

Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick
Huggins

Hemsby 46 runs from May 13 to May 15 2011, bookings on
01772 761522
John Howard
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music
Greetings from musical New Orleans! A fabulous, perfect-weather Mardi Gras season in March this year
(followed immediately by St. Patrick's week which had more parades with more floats full of more costumed
riders and marching bands), offered continuous music enjoyment throughout the Crescent City all month, and
counting. Like any major city, there is music any day of the week in a variety of locations, but for some reason
New Orleanians particularly seem to revel in celebrating their concentration on music, food, libations and fun
as a year-round lifestyle.
In February, SuperBowl was in the air after the New Orleans Saints won last year for the first time in its
history. This year the Pittsburgh Steelers from Pennsylvania went to SuperBowl Sunday on February 6th,
and coincidentally they have the same team colors as the Saints. Armand St. Martin didn't miss a beat.
creating a fun-song he recorded to a music video Patty Lee put together that was entered into the official
record at the City Council of Pittsburgh (USA) in the Council Chambers.
Links to Armand St. Martin's "Black and Gold In the SuperBowl": http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ux4vkfFeWoo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xW33578H15Y&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9QL4w7nyoc&feature=related

February and March festivals in New Orleans and throughout Louisiana sported all kinds of fun-time themes,
along with Carnival parades culminating with Fat Tuesday on Mardi Gras Day - the greatest free party!
Link of Professor Longhair's "Go To The Mardi Gras": http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wAMr3V5lN4
Link of Armand St. Martin's, "Must Be the Mardi Gras": http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU90uQft7YA&feature=related
Link of the Meters' "Hey Pocky Way": http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEtXT9w9AYU
Link of the Dixie Cups "Iko Iko": http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Yrt3Pnk9qA&feature=related
Link of past Mardi Gras performance of "Eh La Bas" by Kid Thomas Valentine: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=quyHJODhyvo

Additional special events and activities have included the Black Heritage Festival, Vietnamese New Year, the
Sicilian Heritage Festival, the Soul Festival, the Irish-Italian-Islenos Parade, Calling of the Tribes Pow Wow,
Oyster Festival, Rabbit Festival, Swamp Stomp Festival, Tennessee Williams New Orleans Festival, Smokin'
Blues and BBQ Challenge, New Orleans Roadfood Festival, 26th Annual World Championship Crawfish
Etoufee Cookoff, Bluegrass Festival, New Orleans Spring Fiesta, Antiques Festival, Louisiana Crawfish
Festival and Redfish Cup, Pyrate Week, Choctaw Fireman's Fair, Czech Heritage Day, Mardi Gras Folk Life
Festival, Earth Fest, Tickfaw Arts and Crafts Fair, Here's the Beef Cook-Off, Great Gator Race, Big Easy
Blues Festival, Oak Alley Plantation Spring Arts and Crafts Festival, City Park Big Bass Fishing Rodeo and
Fishtival, French Quarter Wine Festival, Hogs for the Cause, Louisiana Oyster Jubilee (with "the longest
oyster po'boy"), and the list literally goes on for days. All such events require, however, the common
denominator of utilizing live music in the final mix! It's impossible to attend everything, but there is always
something for everybody, somewhere around the lyrical Pelican State.
St. Patrick's Day - New Orleans:
Photos by Patty Lee of New Orleans
Frenchman Armand St. Martin being
interviewed at a block party in the Irish
Channel neighborhood of New Orleans as he
sings "When Irish Eyes Are Smilin'" on St.
Patrick's Day to local WWL-TV-EyeWitness
News host, Frank Davis of "Naturally
N'awlin's", for Channel 4.
In any given month, live music entertainment livens up fundraisers, benefits, weddings, sentimental
occasions, fests, tours, private parties, fairs, and all kinds of imaginable (and even unimaginably creative)
special events. A variety of public music experiences are occurring someplace locally all the time - - at
clubs, casinos, conventions, coffeehouses, hotels, fishing rodeos, art galleries, symphony theatres, running
marathons, restaurants, bookstores, arenas, record stores, concert halls, and churches. . . .
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Link for New Orleans Jazz Mass at St. Augustine's Church: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-wNaseigVc&feature=related
Link for New Orleans Jazz Mass: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNKnlHz9rts&NR=1 cathedrals Link of Albinas Prizginas on pipe organ at Trinity: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mpu4eqR21RM&feature=related

For example, our friends, Manon and Albinas Prizgintas, staged their successful Bach Around the Clock XIV
Annual extravaganza at Trinity Cathedral in the Garden District in March to celebrate J.S. Bach's 326th
birthday. This unique, non-stop 29-hour musical experience started Friday, March 18th at 7pm with
back-to-back music, dance, yoga, and theatre, and concluded Saturday, March 19th at midnight. Each year,
enthusiasts are allowed to bring sleeping bags into the Cathedral for this free event (or guests can always
just come and go throughout the day and night at their leisure, if they can't stay up 29 hours straight to enjoy
the marathon entertainment of over 300 performers.) Albinas Prizgintas is a pipe organist-extraordinaire at
Trinity. He and his wife, Manon, have been Directors of their Trinity Art Series at this location for over 20
years. Armand St. Martin entertained with his all-original Louisiana show for this prestigious Trinity Art Series
in January 2011.
Link to Valerie Jones- Frances at Bach Around the Clock 2010: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzSlLrJqCKY.
Link to Albinas Prizgintas at ‘09 Bach Around the Clock: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LvgTYmngTIw&feature=channel_page

April will be similarly filled with festivals and musical fun, while the spring weather remains comfortable,
especially with the "four days of fest fun" at the French Quarter Festival early in the month - - along with other
local and statewide fests that sparkle with music - - and culminating with the traditional first weekend of Jazz
Fest at the end of the month. All kinds of sounds can be enjoyed throughout Louisiana, from Cajun
Link to Savoy Family Band: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlv8PUyc1HQ
Link to Balfa Brothers: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGvci6EsFj8&feature=related
and http://www.youtube.com/watch v=pqxvprW9YWk&feature=related;

to roots to rockabilly to blues
Link to Louis Armstrong performing "Where the Blues were Born in New Orleans:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYn6tPv0Slw&feature=related
Link to Louis Armstrong and Billie Holiday, "What it Means to Miss New Orleans":
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4jU8IQK5b0&feature=related

to zydeco
Link to Nathan Williams and the Zydeco Cha-Chas: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IdnfHzQUInA&feature=related

to gospel to Rock'n'Roll
Link to Fats Domino "I'm Walkin'": http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOR1OkwiBCY&feature=related

to Latin to Broadway to jazz
Link to George Lewis New Orleans Jazz Band: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCdWvCblaW8
Link to Original Dixieland Blues: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VsNZWkgQbbA

to Mardi Gras Indians, to boogie
FOR FUN: Link of Jerry Lee Lewis "New Orleans Boogie": http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agcnpnSPEQQ

swing, to symphony
Link to Loyola New Orleans Symphony: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFJyYFKDZIc
Symphony Choir of New Orleans: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnSqjMuVZiQ&feature=related

plus more!
These music avenues are as diverse as The Dogwood Festival, the Freret Street Festival, Old Algiers
Riverfest, Boggy Bayou Festival, Cypress Sawmill Festival, Kite Festival, Cajun Hot Sauce Festival, Creole
Festival, Saint Joan of Arc Spring Festival, Strawberry Festival, Angola Spring Rodeo (at Angola Prison!),
Bayou Teche Bear Fest, Great Louisiana Bird Fest, Laotian New Year Celebration, Tomato Festival, Festival
de la Prairie, Blessing of the Fleet (during Easter weekend), Cajun Festival, and the Crescent City Classic.
(Armand St. Martin will perform his original show on April 10th on the BMI Stage at the Historic New Orleans
Collection in the French Quarter on Royal Street for the French Quarter Fest, and at a variety of locations
during Jazz Fest.)
Among so much else going on with the wonderful musical base that is always added to the music roux here,
April 24th offers the first episode of Season II for the TV series "Treme" which is slated to air nationwide in
the US. These added links about Treme are filled with many of our own musician friends and business
associates, to quickly help illustrate how diverse New Orleans music and musicians are, especially on the
heels of Katrina:
Link to Treme segment of music with Allen Toussaint featured: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUuFCww0vWo

These illustrations are just a few of the expansive contributions that music has had, does have, and will
continue to have in this international port city - - in this City That Care Forgot - - as well as throughout the
state of Louisiana.
Stay tuned. . . .
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Gary U.S. Bonds & Ben E. King
‘Great American Soul Book’
2011
Great excitement and anticipation took me to the
opening night at The Stables, MK and De Montfort
Hall, Leicester to see the return of Gary U.S. Bonds
and a stalwart of the American soul generation, Ben
E. King.
The diminutive presence of Mr King took to the stage
on both occasions to rapturous applause as, for many
to whom I had spoken, this was their first viewing.
Eagerly awaiting him to launch into a soul classic to
stimulate the crowd’s juices, I was certainly left
disappointed. This was endemic of the song selection
throughout the evening and, despite an interjection of
such classic hits as ‘Stand By Me’ and ‘Spanish
Harlem,’ I was surprised that personal favourites such
as ‘I Count The Tears’ and ‘This Magic Moment’
were omitted.
I appreciate that as the years fast roll by, the vocal range is not as it once was but the majority of high notes
were clearly absent from all the chosen songs. A factor clearly not an issue for the majority of swooning
ladies in the audience.
Would I pay to see Ben E. King again? Probably not! But this is an observation and personal preference
and in no way detracted from the overall enjoyment of the evening.
I have seen Mr Bonds on numerous occasions and was
looking forward to the expected flair and exuberance
that is the understated and talented Gary U.S. Bonds.
Despite having picked up an English cold, the
performance was not affected in any way and he
trawled effortlessly through the vocal range of his
Rock’n’Roll hits ‘Quarter to Three’ and ‘New
Orleans’ into the classic soul songs made famous by
his many since departed friends as he paid fitting
tribute.

THE EDDIE COCHRAN CONNECTION
For the fans, by the fans

Would I pay to see Gary U.S. Bonds again? Definitely!
The sets were padded with a smattering of humour and
adult banter from both artists and this pleased the
audience especially when Ben E. King’s sexuality was
questioned as he was adorned by a bright orange
chiffon scarf given by a doting fan.
Here are two men still enjoying their music and
performing some great songs of the soul catalogue.
Any artist [s] who can appeal to a diverse age range
and get the over 70s dancing in the aisles gets my vote
of approval.
Dick Taylor
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UK Subscription £5.00
Cheques to W H BEARD at
15 St Clements Court, Mardyke Park,
Purfleet, Essex RM19 1GL

Goes Shopping
Employers have to be so careful NOT to discriminate
these days. Deliberately, or inadvertently, they can be
Clean up in
accused of discriminating by race, gender, disability, or,
aisle three!
come October, by age when it comes to offering
employment to applicants.
It’s only fair after all, to the trained, the bright, the
willing, the competent, the polite, the customer-focused,
the talented and, er, the related.
So, by that reckoning, it’s perfectly legal for employers to
discriminate against the ignorant, the untrained, the daft,
the unwilling, the incompetent, the rude, the couldn’tcare-less, and the untalented.
Accordingly, I raise my glass to Tesco for being ahead of the pack by being an equal opportunities
employer in every respect.
But don’t expect me to shop there again any time soon.

Goes Fishing
Fishing quotas mean that if my local fishermen pull beyond their quota out of the sea, they have to
throw the dead cod, whitebait, haddock, skate or what-have-you over the side of their boats.
This is known as “discard” and is one of the more loony aspects of European Union fishing
regulations.
The fish are fresh, dead, and would feed those for whom a fish finger is a breadcrumb finger,
completely hollow in the middle.
One of our local fisherfolk is currently being prosecuted for failing to discard his, erm “discard”,
explaining the fish were dead already, and chucking them
back in the briny was not going to bring them back to life.
So the Government has come up with an ingenious wheeze
to solve this problem. The so-called “discard” will now count
as part of their quota, even if they have to ditch it.
You are a fisherman struggling to make a living under the
most appalling circumstances in the most inhospitable
conditions.
Are you going to continue to report your “discard”? No,
neither would I.
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BILL HALEY & HIS COMETS - What a Crazy Party
FANTASTIC VOYAGE FVDD092
What a great idea. Take four Bill Haley albums (Rock Around The Clock, Rock’n’Roll
Stage Show, Rockin’ The Joint! and Bill Haley’s Chicks) add 11 tracks and you have
every Decca US and UK hit and oodles of other stuff, 58 tracks in all on two CDs. You
should already have most (if not all) of it already but surely not all in one package –
unless you own the Bear Family box – and this is certainly the best collection since Haley
and his Comets material fell into the public domain.
Buy this for The Cat Walk, Shaky and Whoa Mabel if nothing else. And by the way the
latter track is in glorious mono with a great full sound, so unlike the stereo mix which I
had on the Brunswick album (bought it in Stereo, just to be different – what a mistake).
Nicely packaged with a neat booklet in which Stuart Coleman provides comments and
anecdotes on every track.
All this for under seven quid.
Check out the tracks at www.amazon.co.uk or www.futurenoisemusic.com
FEEL LIKE ROCKIN’ - Tennessee Rock’n’Roll
FANTASTIC VOYAGE FVDD093
This is the first in a series of regional Rock’n’Roll, a musical travelogue showcasing
some of the finest rockin’ recordings from across the USA.
A 60 track collection on two CDs where the common denominator is obviously
Tennessee and inevitably featuring material cut in Memphis and Nashville and
showcasing a lot of stuff recorded for Sun. However Decca (Bobby Helms, Roy Hall,
Jimmy & Johnny etc), Mercury (Eddie Bond), Dixie (Benny Joy) and Glee (Aubrey Cagle)
and other labels are also represented. Tennessee Ernie Ford also turns up with Smokey
Mountain Boogie which was cut in Hollywood but his name (and the great track) warrants
his/its inclusion here.
Again a nice book, with lots of label shots and details of the original release info.
From my point of view I found it just an OK issue; I seem to have most of the stuff many
times on other releases and it may have to be consigned to the car where it will keep me
happy as I ride along in my automobile. Again check it out on the aforementioned sites,
then it’s up to you. Good price, at just under seven quid.
SASSY SUGAR - The Pure Essence of Nashville Rock’n’Roll
FANTASTIC VOYAGE FVTD098
Third in this label’s “Sugar” series, this is a triple CD set with 75 tracks, obviously
focusing on recordings made in “Music City USA”. Generally it’s r’n’r in a very broad
sense, with vocal groups (Jordanaires, Anita Kerr Singers etc) featured on many of the
numbers. But don’t let this put you off, a lot of the stuff here has not been reissued very
much, if at all, on CD, and there’s oodles of Grady Martin, Hank Garland and Chet Atkins
to keep you enthralled. Usual suspects like Elvis, Vincent, Holly, Cash and Perkins are
here (but not with the tracks you’d expect), the original versions of Too Much and The
Shape I’m In by Bernard Hardison and Kenny Lee Martin respectively. Frankie Miller,
Red Foley, Rusty and Doug are present as are Ronnie Self (a very odd Black Night
Blues), Ray Melton, Johnny Jay, Boots Randolph and lots more… even Tennessee Stud
by Eddy Arnold which can’t be Rock’n’Roll in any way.
I liked most of it, but it runs out of steam a little during CD3 when Johnny Tillotson and
the like turn up. However…
Some nice label shots on the packaging and an informative and interesting booklet by
Stuart Coleman with details of original issue info and a pic of Chet Atkins with The
Browns on the cover. Anybody know who the other guy is?
Check this out on your favourite website or as detailed earlier (should be under a tenner)
for track details, I think you may buy it too.
Gordon Fleming
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Before I hand over to our well
researched gig guide by TFTW’s
very own Mr Jazz Junction, Dave
Carroll, I’d like to take a moment
Welcome to
or two to mention a couple of the
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
TFTW shows that may be coming
where you really need to show your face.
to a venue near you soon. Hope
you can make at least one of these forthcoming shows, the first of which is to celebrate this very
magazine, our (nominally) 60th Issue. I say nominally as a couple of the previous magazines were
combined issues but this is the one that bears the number 60, and all this from the first single page
issue, for every one of which I have had to stand over H, rolls of fivers and whip in hand, to persuade
him to translate my scribblings into some form of recognisable English. The smile that came over
his face when he received an article from Dave Carroll, Neil Foster, Shaky Lee and others where he
just had to paste their words into the mag was a sight to behold. Remember, we welcome
submissions from every Woodie so please feel free to put pen to paper or finger to keyboard and
send us your writings on any subject.
TALES FROM THE WOODS MAGAZINE 60th ISSUE CELEBRATION PARTY
SATURDAY 4th JUNE 7:30pm to 11pm.
AT THE INN ON THE GREEN
[Thorpe Close, Portobello Green, off Portobello Road]
[nearest tube Ladbroke Grove 1 min walk, Notting Hill Gate 10 mins]
[52 bus from Victoria railway station stops nearby]
AN EVENING WITH KATE GARNER
As many of you will have read in Issue 59 of TFTW
Kate performs the near lost art of stride piano and
ragtime along with old timey music hall singalong songs.
Kate Garner is a singer and songwriter, a piano player extraordinaire,
and her music emanates from an acoustic age.
A unique evening, not to be missed. Check website/newsletters for further details
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The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

April 2011
21
Thursday
Austin ‘Walkin’ Cane
Delta blues singer who got married at Sun Studios. How cool is that?
The Village Hall, Castor
£16
21-24 Thursday to Sunday London International Ska Festival
Marathon festival with ‘Club Night’ running after last band until 3.00 a.m.
The Clapham Grand Theatre 4 day ticket £129.99 plus £7 b/fee
21
Thursday
London International Ska Festival
Headliners on day one are Ken Boothe and James Hunter.
The Clapham Grand Theatre £39.50 plus £7 b/fee
21
Thursday
Eli Paperboy Reed & The True Loves
On a world tour which includes London.
229 The Venue, 229 Great Portland Street, W1W 5PN - ‘Headline acts live at 10.00 pm’

£?

22
Friday
London International Ska Festival
Headliners on day two are Dave & Ansell Collins.
The Clapham Grand Theatre £39.50 plus £7 b/fee
23
Saturday
Sister Sledge / Gwen Dickey
Chic family girls supported by lead vocalist of Rose Royce.
The Forum
£25 + fees
24
Sunday
London International Ska Festival
Headliners on day four are Bob Andy & Marcia Griffiths.
The Clapham Grand Theatre £39.50 plus £7 b/fee
24
Sunday
Flamin’ Groovies
Shake some action with Roy Loney and Cyril Jordan.
229 The Venue, 229 Great Portland Street, W1W 5PN - ‘Headline acts live at 10.00 pm’

£?

26
Tuesday
Mary Gauthier
Singer-songwriter takes time out to perform benefit gig for Britain’s original home for abandoned children.
The Foundling Museum, 40 Brunswick Square WC1N 1AZ £14 Doors 6.30 pm
28
Thursday
Sandy Ford’s Flying Saucers
Let’s Go (x 3) ‘Jiving at the Lodge’. Organised by the UK’s top r’n’r DJ. (8-12pm. Nearest station Upminster)
The West Lodge, 67 Corbets Tey Road, Upminster, Essex RM14 2AJ £8
May 2011
1
Sunday
Roy Young
‘TFTW 2I’s success leads to south of the river date.’
The Half Moon, Putney £15
2
Monday
Jim White
Alternative country artist, famous for his search for the wrong-eyed Jesus.
Jazz Cafe
£13.50

Roy Young © Paul Harris
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2
Monday
Simone Felice
Felice Brother and Americana artist on tour celebrating the publication of his novel ‘Black Jesus’.
Bush Hall W12 7LJ
£12
5
Thursday
Darden Smith
Regular visitor to the UK at down-home venue, where it’s easy to find a good pint.
The North Star, 24 Browning Road, Leytonstone E11 3AR
Collection
5
Thursday
Kimmie Rhodes
Texan singer-songwriter on regular tour of UK.
The Slaughtered Lamb, 34-35 Great Sutton Street, Clerkenwell EC1V 0DX

£10/£12

5
Thursday
Woody Pines
American ploughing old time music to demonstrate its fertility.
The Green Note, Camden
£10
6
Friday
Candi Staton
American who makes Florence look like a machine.
Jazz Cafe
£25
7
Saturday
As above.
Jazz Cafe
£25

Candi Staton

8
Sunday
Tom Paley
82 year old American roots music legend, still playing the banjo. Clearly not a gentleman.
The Green Note
£9 adv
11
Wednesday
North Mississippi All Stars Duo
White brothers inspired by the Mississippi Hill Country blues tradition.
Dingwalls
£18
14
Saturday
The Whispers
Formed in 1963, they remain one of the most popular groups on the soul scene.
Indigo 2
£25 - £50 + b/fees
15
Sunday
Larry Garner & The Norman Beaker Band
Great news. His only London gig.
The Half Moon, Putney £17.50
20
Friday
PP Arnold
So green they named her twice. Part of the London Blues Festival (as opposed to BluesFest London).
Bush Hall W12 7LJ
£15
21
Saturday
Dwight Edwards
‘King of the Indianapolis blues scene’ playing left-handed guitar. At least he won’t be allowed to smoke a pipe.
The Village Hall, Castor
£16
June 2011
1
Wednesday
Emmylou Harris & The Red Dirt Boys
Silver-haired country music legend promoting new album ‘Hard Bargain’.
Royal Festival Hall
£15 - £37.50 + b/fees
2
Thursday
Eddie Floyd & Vaneese Thomas
1960s soul singer with one of Rufus’s daughters, who is a very good singer but liable to do others’ songs.
The Half Moon, Putney £15
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3
Friday
Eddie Floyd & Vaneese Thomas
See above.
The Half Moon, Putney £15
4
Saturday
Eddie Floyd & Vaneese Thomas
See above.
The Half Moon, Putney £15
Vaneese Thomas
1
© Paul Harris
0
Friday
The Impressions
Original member Sam Gooden, Fred Cash (since 1960), and Reggie Torian honouring the soul of Curtis Mayfield.
Barbican
£22.50 - £35 + fees
12
Sunday
Katy Moffatt
Eclectic country/folk singer-songwriter performing solo.
The Cabbage Patch, 67 London Road, Twickenham TW1 3SZ £10
28
Tuesday
BB King
The only bluesman appearing at BluesFest London.
Royal Albert Hall
Sold Out
28
Tuesday
Blind Boys of Alabama
Part of BluesFest London at this new venue with a real Blues connection.
Under The Bridge, Stamford Bridge SW6 1HS £25 + fees
29
Wednesday
Mike Sanchez
Part of BluesFest London.
Bush Hall
£25 + fees
29
Wednesday
Jon Cleary
Part of BluesFest London.
Jazz Cafe
£25 + fees
30
Thursday
Booker T
Hiding his Welsh connection whilst appearing as part of BluesFest London.
Under The Bridge, Stamford Bridge SW6 1HS £25 + fees
July 2011
1
Friday
Dr John & The Lower 911
Part of BluesFest London.
Under The Bridge, Stamford Bridge SW6 1HS £25 + fees
6
Wednesday
Sharon Jones & The Dapkings
The funkiest soulsinger and soul band, whose music is best enjoyed vertically.
Barbican
£20 - £25 + fees
24
Sunday
Irma Thomas
The Soul Queen of New Orleans. At last royalty worth attending.
Barbican
£15 - £25 + fees
28
Thursday
Robert Cray
Only UK tour date takes place at famous blues venue.
Cadogan Hall £34.50
29
Friday
Sherman Robertson
Nearest London gig.
Boom Boom Club, Sutton Utd FC, Gander Green Lane, Sutton SM1 2EY
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Irma Thomas
© Paul Harris

£12 adv £15 door
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If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the UK's fastest-growing in-house magazine, write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

Remember – you’re only young twice
Keith Woods
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